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United States recommendations on
mammography screening: déjà vu all
over again?

I

n Europe there is no real panEuropean equivalent committee or task force comparable
to
the all powerful United
States Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) so it is tempting for most
Europeans to simply ignore the periodic utterances of the USPSTF as a purely
US phenomenon of little relevance
to Europe. The latest recommendations of the USPSTF on mammography screening just issued in April
2015 are however difficult even for
Europeans to ignore, coming as they
do in the midst of the on-going arguments about the true value of screening mammography programs and the
ferocious debate about the exact levels
of over-diagnosis. But let’s recap first
of all on what exactly is the USPSTF.
Created in 1984, the U.S. Preventive
Services Task Force is an independent,
volunteer panel of national experts in
prevention and evidence-based medicine, charged with the laudable mission
of providing advice and recommendations to primary care physicians and
the people who consult them as to the
true value of “preventive” services. The
clue is in the word preventive — we’re
talking here about medical procedures
that may be undergone by healthy
people in a bid to improve their overall
health outlook. So basically that means
screening, counseling services, and
preventive medications. The USPSTF
is a totally — even fiercely —independent body which does however
receive scientific, administrative, and
dissemination support from a US federal agency (the Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality). Reporting as it
does directly into the US congress, the
Task Force is by no means an obscure
bureaucratic committee but one with
considerable power, especially since
reimbursement authorities generally
take their cue from the Task Force recommendations.
The basic mission of the USPSTF
is based on the assumption that it
is unreasonable to expect primary
care physicians to follow closely and
digest all data and the evidence base of
screening services. Instead the USPSTF
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does the job. To do so, the Task Force
invites many worthy individuals coming from the fields of preventive medicine and primary care, including internal medicine, family medicine, pediatrics, behavioral health, obstetrics and
gynecology, and nursing.
The latest statement just issued
from the USPSTF (www.uspreventiveservicestaskforce.org) contain draft
recommendations on the frequency
that women of different ages should
undergo screening mammography. The
principal recommendations are that
women between the ages of 50 to 74
and with an average risk of breast cancer should undergo screening mammography only every two years as
opposed to the annual screening advocated by many breast cancer specialists.
Other findings of the task force were
that all women who receive regular
screening mammography are at risk
for overdiagnosis, i.e., the possibility of being treated for suspect lesions
that would never present a health risk
to them during their lifetime. The task
force also found insufficient evidence
to assess the balance of benefits and
harms for the use of digital breast
tomosynthesis or other imaging technologies as a screening modality.
Predictably the recommendations
have raised a howl of protest from the
proponents of screening mammography, reminiscent of the firestorm of
debate that occurred when the Task
Force issued (broadly similar) conclusions back in 2009. The pro-screening
lobby totally refute the Task Force
findings and claim that in fact the evidence justifies annual screening from
the age of 40 onwards. Among the
many stinging criticisms levelled at the
task force is that there are no radiologists or experts in breast cancer on the
panel.
As in 2009, the argument looks set
to rage for a long time.
In the meantime, as even the task
force recognizes, tens of thousands of
women still die of breast cancer per
year — breast cancer is the third most
common cause of cancer deaths in
women. n
3
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IMA GI N G NEWS
“Ultrasound First” recommended for
imaging the female pelvis

Evidence of Gadolinium Deposition in
Brain Following Contrast-Enhanced MRI

A recently published paper from a group of noted obstetricians
and gynecologists maintain that ultrasound is more cost-effective
and safer than other imaging modalities for imaging the female
pelvis and should be the first imaging modality used for patients
with pelvic symptoms (Benacerraf BR et al. Consider ultrasound
first for imaging the female pelvis. Am J Obstet Gynecol. 2015;
212: 450). “A skillfully performed and well-interpreted ultrasound
usually eliminates the need to perform additional more costly
and complex cross-sectional imaging techniques,” explained lead
author and president of the American Institute of Ultrasound
Medicine (AIUM) Dr Beryl Benacerraf. She pointed out that,
still today, many women presenting with pelvic pain, masses, or
flank pain first undergo CT scans and those with Müllerian duct
anomalies typically have MRIs. However CT or MRI of the pelvis
often yields indeterminate and confusing findings that require
further clarification using ultrasound. The paper also highlights
the safety concerns associated with other imaging modalities:
“The use of CT scans has tripled since 1993. An estimated 29,000
future cancers could be related to CT done in the U.S. alone in
2007. The largest contribution to this projected risk of cancer
(14,000 cancers) was attributed to CT of the pelvis and abdomen.
“For example, patients with suspected kidney stones frequently
have a CT scan first, despite the associated radiation burden. In
a recent study, most of the patients evaluated first by ultrasound
did not ultimately need a CT scan, sparing radiation exposure.”
Carrying out a CT scan first for female patients with lower
abdominal pain is dangerous, wasteful, and expensive, noted
Dr. Benacerraf. “We must educate the medical community to
consider adopting 3D ultrasound as the first assessment tool for
specific gynecologic indications, such as evaluating the uterus
for Müllerian anomalies or localization of IUDs or other intracavitary lesions.”The transvaginal ultrasound transducer is one
of the most important innovations in pelvic imaging in recent
decades as it allows the operator to place a probe in close proximity to target pelvic organs and to examine and image the patient
at the same time. Ultrasound has proved accurate for evaluating
deep infiltrating endometriosis and for patients with pain due to
extensive pelvic adhesions”.
http://tinyurl.com/Benacerraf-paper
MAY / JUNE 2015
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Recently published research from the prestigious Mayo
Clinic shows direct evidence of gadolinium deposition in
neuronal tissues following intravenous administration of gadolinium-based contrast agents used in MRI exams (McDonald
RJ et al. Intracranial Gadolinium Deposition after Contrastenhanced MR Imaging. Radiology. 2015 5:150025).
In this study, the Mayo Clinic identified patients who
donated their body to medical research and who had undergone multiple gadolinium contrast-enhanced MRI exams during their lifetime. Brain tissue samples from these patients
were then compared to donors who had never received a
gadolinium contrast agent. The patients exposed to the gadolinium contrast had measurable quantities of gadolinium
deposited in their brain tissue, whereas those never exposed
to gadolinium had none. Researchers were able to directly
measure gadolinium concentrations and visualize patterns
of deposition in brain tissues. “Given that these agents are
administered millions of times every year, this is an important
discovery,” said study author, Laurence Eckel, M.D., radiologist, Mayo Clinic.

“However despite evidence that trace amounts of gadolinium are depositing in neural tissues, there are currently no
data to suggest that it’s harmful to patients,” says Dr. Eckel.
“These FDA-approved, gadolinium-based contrast agents provide critical information to radiologists and other physicians,
enabling more accurate and timely diagnosis of disease”. The
Mayo Clinic Department of Radiology continues to recommend the use of gadolinium-based contrast agents whenever
they are clinically appropriate based upon all available data.
“The findings challenge our understanding of how these
agents distribute in the body following intravenous gadolinium contrast administration. These agents have been safely
used for years, benefiting patients around the world,” says
Dr. Eckel. “We now simply have a few more questions that
the medical and scientific communities will seek to answer.
Efforts are underway to do just that.” It should be noted that
there is no known disease associated with gadolinium deposition in the brain. To date, the only known disease related to
gadolinium injections is nephrogenic systemic fibrosis, the
condition only occurring in a tiny subgroup of patients with
renal failure.
http://tinyurl.com/Gd-Brain-paper
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PET/MR better than PET/CT in unclear Study shows low breast density in mamfoot pain
mography worsens breast cancer prognosis
A single PET/MR scan could diagnose the cause of foot
pain better and with less radiation exposure to the patient than
other methods, according to a recent study (Rauscher I et al,
Evaluation of 18F-fluoride PET/MR and PET/CT in patients
with foot pain of unclear cause. J Nucl Med. 2015; 56(3):430)
which concludes that imaging with 18F PET/MR provides
more diagnostic information with higher diagnostic certainty
than 18F PET/CT.

Foot pain is a common problem in the daily routine of any
orthopedic surgeon. It can be a clinical symptom of many different issues, from stress fractures to tumors. Multiple imaging
modalities are available to help diagnose specific types of foot
pain, but no one modality is useful for effectively diagnosing a wide range of causes. Imaging with 18F-PET is highly
sensitive but has low specificity for detection of metabolically
active benign bone disease, while MR imaging provides excellent soft-tissue contrast and high resolution which helps in
specifying a diagnosis. Thus, combined, PET/MR can offer an
important tool for the sensitive diagnosis of foot pathologies.
In their paper, the researchers compared the quality and
diagnostic performance of 18F PET/MR to those of 18F PET/
CT in 22 patients for whom the specific diagnosis was inconclusive after clinical examination and radiography. The results
of overall image quality showed that PET/MR was significantly superior to PET/CT, with an overall excellent image
quality score of 3.0/3 points in all PET/MR datasets, while
PET/CT achieved 2.3 out of 3 possible points.
“In our study, 18Fe PET/MR provided more diagnostic
information at a higher diagnostic certainty compared to
18
F-PET/CT in patients with foot pain of unclear cause,” states
Isabel Rauscher, corresponding author of the study. “Besides
information on bone metabolism, it provides additional diagnostic relevant findings from soft-tissue and bone marrow
pathology (e.g., bone marrow edema, ganglion cysts or tenosynovitis) compared to PET/CT.” Also, since MR involves no
radiation and the scan allows a longer PET acquisition time,
the patient’s exposure is lower than with CT.
http://tinyurl.com/Rauscher-et-al-Paper
6
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Very low mammographic breast density worsens the prognosis of breast cancer, according to a recent study from the
University of Eastern Finland. (Masarwah A. et al. Very low
mammographic breast density predicts poorer outcome in
patients with invasive breast cancer Eur Radiol. 2015 Mar 4).
Disease -free survivals as well as overall life expectancies were
significantly shorter in women with very low-density breasts
in comparison to women with high density breast tissue. The
study involved 270 breast cancer patients at Kuopio University Hospital, aged between 32 and 86 years. Breast tissue
density was analyzed on the basis of mammographic images
obtained at the time of diagnosis. The researchers determined
the proportion of dense glandular tissue of the overall breast
area. Breast tissue density was categorized as low when the
proportion of glandular tissue was below 25%, and as very
low when the proportion of glandular tissue was below 10%.
The study was a six-year follow up focusing on the effects of
breast tissue density and other mammographic features on
breast cancer prognosis.
The results indicate that a very low
breast tissue density is
an independent poor
prognostic factor of
breast cancer, regardless of patients’ age,
menopausal status
or body mass index.
Out of the women
with very low breast
tissue density, 70.7%
were alive at the end
of the six-year followup, whereas out of
women whose proportion of glandular tissue was higher
than 10%, 87.7% were
alive at the same time.
Lower breast tissue density was also associated with more
aggressive higher grade tumors.
The results are particularly interesting because dense breast
tissue has long been known to be associated with an increased
risk of cancer. “It is difficult to detect small tumors when
screening dense breasts, and this results in a higher occurrence of clinically detectable interval cancers. In the U.S., it is
nowadays mandatory to let patients know if they have dense
breast tissue. This allows them to choose whether they wish
to have further tests, for example a screening ultrasound,” says
Professor Ritva Vanninen.
“It could be assumed that dense breast tissue would also be
associated with a poorer prognosis in patients with a recently
diagnosed breast cancer. However, this was not the case in
our study, as low breast tissue density specifically weakened
the prognosis.”
http://tinyurl.com/Masarwah-et-al-paper
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Biomarker developed for steatohepatitis Value of additional PET/CT scans in
Forty percent of people in the EU suffer from non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (fatty liver disease), a disease which is follow-up of lung cancer patients
becoming increasingly more frequent as a result of diabetes
and excess weight in an affluent society. Currently, it is not
possible to forecast the further course of the disease – right
up to cirrhosis and cancer of the liver. Furthermore, an
increased risk of heart attack and kidney damage exists. In
future, this should become possible using a Risk Score with
different biomarkers. This Risk Score is being developed
and validated at the Clinical Department for Gastroenterology and Hepatology at the MedUni Wien, Vienna, Austria
in cooperation with the University Clinics for Surgery and
Radiology/Nuclear Medicine and partners from industry.

The objective is to find biomarkers for clinical use in order
to facilitate a non-invasive evaluation of the risk, i.e. without a liver biopsy. The initial results are extremely promising, according to Michael Trauner, Head of the Department
for Gastroenterology and Hepatology of the University
Clinic for Internal Medicine III. “We can assume that, in
the end, there will be a mixture of biomarkers from which
a Risk Score can be compiled.”
This mix will include markers from blood, from the microbiome in the intestine and genetic markers, and markers
from imaging processes including the latest applications
of Positron-Emission-Tomography (PET).
“As a result, we will be able to better estimate the course
of the disease in future, and therefore will be better able
to answer the question of ‘how will it develop’ than before,
if a liver steatohepatitis already exists”, says Trauner. “At
the same time, it is then also easier in the context of personalized medicine, to take the correct therapeutic steps
in due time”.
Around 40 percent of the population are already
affected by non-alcoholic steatohepatitis, which can lead
to hepatitis (fatty liver hepatitis) and cirrhosis and cancer
of the liver.
The disease is strongly connected with diabetes, excess
weight or a metabolic syndrome, but also with genetic
processes and changes to the intestinal microbiome.
http://www.meduniwien.ac.at
MAY / JUNE 2015
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A recently published paper (Marcus C et al, 18F-FDG PET/
CT and lung cancer: value of fourth and subsequent posttherapy follow-up scans for patient management. J Nucl Med.
2015; 56:204) reveals the high value of scans which could
lead to future change of reimbursement policies for follow-up
positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/
CT) studies in lung cancer. The study establishes the value
of fourth and subsequent follow-up PET/CT scans in clinical assessment and management change in patients with the
disease. Lung cancer is the leading cancer killer in both men
and women in the Western world United States. In the retrospective study, a total of 1,171 patients with biopsy-proven
lung cancer who had positron emission tomography with a
radioactive tracer (18F-FDG were identified at a single tertiary
center from 2001 to 2013. Among these, 85 patients (7.3%)
had four or more follow up PET/CT scans with a total of 285
fourth and subsequent follow up PET/CT scans. Median follow up from the fourth scan was 31.4 months. The follow-up
PET/CT scan results were correlated with clinical assessment
and treatment changes.
Of the 285 fourth and subsequent follow-up PET/CT scans,
149 (52.28%) were interpreted as positive and 136 (47.7%)
were interpreted as negative for recurrence or metastasis. A
total of 47 (55.3%) patients died during the study period. PET/
CT identified recurrence or metastasis in 44.3% of scans performed without prior clinical suspicion and ruled out recurrence or metastasis in 24.2% of scans performed without prior
clinical suspicion. The PET/CT scan resulted in treatment
change in 28.1% of the patients. New treatment was initiated
in 20.4% scan times, treatment was changed in 5.6% scan
times and ongoing treatment was stopped in 2.1% scan times.

“Although the value of FDG PET/CT has been established
in the follow-up of patients with lung cancer, this study specifically looks at the value of the fourth and subsequent followup PET/CT studies, which has not been addressed in any prior
studies,” states Rathan Subramaniam, MD, PhD, lead author of
the study. “We now need to establish similar evidence for other
human solid tumors,” Subramaniam continues.
http://tinyurl.com/Marcus-et-al-paper
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MRI-based program finds head injury
patients show signs of faster ageing in
the brain

People who have suffered serious head injuries show
changes in brain structure resembling those seen in older
people, according to a new study.(Cole JH et al. Prediction
of brain age suggests accelerated atrophy after traumatic
brain injury. Ann Neurol. 2015;77: 571). Researchers at
Imperial College London, U.K., analyzed brain scans from
over 1,500 healthy people to develop a computer program
that could predict a person’s age from their brain scan.
Then they used the program to estimate the “brain age”
of 113 more healthy people and 99 patients who had suffered traumatic brain injuries.. The brain injury patients
were estimated to be around five years older on average
than their real age. Head injuries are already known to
increase the risk of age-related neurological conditions
such as dementia later in life. The age prediction model
may be useful as a screening tool to identify patients who
are likely to develop problems and to target strategies that
prevent or slow their decline. “Your chronological age is
not necessarily the best indicator of your health or how
much longer you will live,” said Dr James Cole, who led
the study, from the Department of Medicine at Imperial
College London. “There is a lot of interest in finding biomarkers of ageing that can be used to measure a certain
aspect of your health and predict future problems.” The
study, published in the April issue of Annals of Neurology, used MRI to study changes in brain structure. The
researchers used a machine learning algorithm to develop
a computer program that could recognize age-related differences in the volume of white matter and grey matter

in different parts of the brain. The model was then used
to estimate subjects’ ages based on their brain scans. The
study included 99 patients with traumatic brain injuries
(TBI) caused by road accidents, falls or assaults, who had
persistent neurological problems. The scans were taken
between one month and 46 years after their injuries.
In healthy controls, the average difference between predicted age and real age was zero. In TBI patients, the difference was significantly higher, with a bigger discrepancy
in patients with more severe injuries. Bigger differences in
predicted age were associated with cognitive impairments
such as poor memory and slow reaction times.
There was also a correlation between time since injury
and predicted age difference, suggesting that these changes
in brain structure do not occur during the injury itself,
but result from ongoing biological processes, potentially
similar to those seen in normal ageing, that progress more
quickly after an injury.
“Traumatic brain injury is not a static event,” said Dr
Cole. “It can set off secondary processes, possibly related
to inflammation, that can cause more damage in the brain
for years afterwards, and may contribute to the development of Alzheimer’s or other forms of dementia.”
The researchers believe the age prediction model could
be applied not just to TBI patients, but might also be useful to screen outwardly healthy people.
“We want to do a study where we use the program to
estimate brain age in healthy people, then see if the ones
with ‘old brains’ are more likely to get neurodegenerative
diseases. If it works, we could use it to identify people at
high risk, enrol them in trials and potentially prescribe
treatments that might stave off disease,” said Dr Cole.
http://tinyurl.com/Cole-et-al-paper

Ultrasound lagging behind MRI for
supplemental breast cancer screening

Cancer screening of women with dense breast tissue is
a subject of great interest to both the medical community
and the press. Dense parenchyma reduces the sensitivity
of mammography to half that of fatty breasts. Approximately 40% of women 40 years of age or older have dense
breast tissue, making supplemental breast cancer screening
essential. Although supplemental screening via ultrasound
is unaffected by breast density, is not associated with ionizing radiation, and does not require IV contrast material, acceptance of this modality has lagged. According to
Ellen B. Mendelson, professor of radiology at Northwestern
University Feinberg School of Medicine, and Wendie A.
Berg, professor of radiology at Magee-Womens Hospital
of UPMC, a significant factor is lack of available intensive training opportunities. (Mendelson EB and Berg WA.
Training and Standards for Performance, Interpretation, and
Structured Reporting for Supplemental Breast Cancer Screening American Journal of Roentgenology. February 2015; 204:
Number 2)
“The most common alternative screening modality, MRI,
cannot be used with women who have pacemakers or other
8
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devices, severe claustrophobia, or renal insufficiency,” say
Drs. Mendelson and Berg. “To realize ultrasound’s potential to increase the number of cancers detected, intensive
training programs need to be put in place for physician performers and interpreters for both handheld and automated
breast ultrasound systems.
The authors conclude that for decades, ultrasound has
been a focused examination. Extending a handheld ultrasound examination to depict the entire breast requires
formal didactic training and hands-on scanning to learn
suitable, efficient methods. Automated options also require
intensive training in performance and interpretation
http://tinyurl.com/Mendelson-Berg-paper

Research shows Alzheimer’s advance
using ultrasound technology

Scientists at the Queensland Brain Institute in Australia have
found that non-invasive ultrasound technology can be used to
treat Alzheimer’s disease and restore memory (Leinenga G, Götz
J Scanning ultrasound removes amyloid-β and restores memory
in an Alzheimer’s disease mouse model Sci Transl Med. 2015;7:
278). The researchers discovered that the innovative drug-free
approach breaks apart the neurotoxic amyloid plaques that
result in memory loss and cognitive decline.

Alzheimer’s Disease is characterized by the formation of beta-amyloid plaques, as
shown above
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Professor Jürgen Götz, director of the Clem Jones Centre
for Ageing Dementia Research director said the new treatment method could revolutionize Alzheimer’s treatment by
restoring memory. “We’re extremely excited by this innovation of treating Alzheimer’s without using drug therapeutics,” Professor Götz said. “The ultrasound waves oscillate
tremendously quickly, activating microglial cells that digest
and remove the amyloid plaques that destroy brain synapses.
“The word ‘breakthrough’ is often misused, but in this case I
think this really does fundamentally change our understanding of how to treat this disease, and I foresee a great future for
this approach.”
“With an ageing population placing an increasing burden
on the health system, an important factor is cost, and other
potential drug treatments using antibodies will be expensive,”
Professor Götz said. “In contrast, this method uses relatively
inexpensive ultrasound and microbubble technology which
is non-invasive and appears highly effective. The approach is
able to temporarily open the blood-brain barrier, activating
mechanisms that clear toxic protein clumps and restoring
memory functions. “With our approach the blood-brain barrier’s opening is only temporary for a few hours, so it quickly
restores its protective role,” Professor Götz said. Research has
been conducted using mice with an Alzheimer’s model, with
the next step being to scale the research in higher animal
models ahead of human clinical trials, which are at least two
years away. “This treatment restored memory function to the
same level of normal healthy mice,” Professor Götz said. “We’re
also working on seeing whether this method clears toxic
protein aggregates in neurodegenerative diseases other than
Alzheimer’s and whether this also restores executive functions,
including decision-making and motor control.”
http://tinyurl.com/Leinenga-and-Goetz-paper

Combining MRI with conventional prostate surveillance may give a more effective prostate screening system

Initial results from the Göteborg randomised screening
trial indicates that using MRI alongside conventional prostate
cancer screening seems to offer improved cancer detection
and can help avoid unnecessary biopsies (Buzzoni C et al
Metastatic Prostate Cancer Incidence and Prostate-specific Antigen Testing: New Insights from the European Randomized Study
of Screening for Prostate Cancer.. Eur Urol. 2015; doi: 10.1016/j.
eururo.2015.02.042). Prostate cancer is the third most common male cancer in Europe, accounting for over 92,000 deaths
in 2012 (9% of male deaths). Screening for prostate cancer is
a controversial issue, with until recently, little clear evidence
that existing screening procedures, using PSA (to be followed
by biopsies), were effective. In general, either the screening has
tended to miss many cancers, or to give false positives, meaning that many men are subject to invasive testing and perhaps
treatment which was just not necessary.
The Göteborg Trial is the Swedish arm of the European Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer
(ERSPC), which is the largest randomized prostate cancer
screening trial in the world. In 2014 results from this trial
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New study confirms 90 per cent of all
breast cancers can be detected with MRI

showed a significant mortality reduction with PSA screening for men aged 55-69 years of age. Now new work, presented at the European Association of Urology Conference
in Madrid, shows that using MRI may further improve the
accuracy of prostate cancer screening. A group of Swedish
researchers, led by Prof Jonas Hugosson took 384 patients
attending the Göteborg trial, and asked 124 of these to go
for an MRI prior to having a biopsy. Those with a suspicious
MRI, or with a PSA > 3 ng/mL were referred for biopsy.
These biopsies were both standard samples, where 10 tissue
samples are taken at random from the prostate, and targeted
biopsies, where samples were taken from the suspicious
areas seen on the MRI.
The results showed that combining PSA and MRI, followed by MRI-targeted biopsy only in men with suspicious
MRI gave better prostate cancer detection (as confirmed by
biopsy) than PSA scores alone followed by standard random
biopsy (7.0% versus 5.2%). The results also showed that more
significant (potentially aggressive) cancers were detected
with PSA + MRI combined compared with using PSA as a
stand-alone test in screening.
Analyzing the results, the Göteborg group suggests that
this combination may point to a strategy to maximise success
in prostate cancer screening.
According to researcher, Dr Anna GrenaboBergdahl:“From these initial results it looks like we can
combine PSA levels with MRI scans to give more accurate
screening results. This strategy would allow us to take men
with lower PSA scores, and give them MRI scans, to confirm
whether or not a biopsy is absolutely necessary. Another
benefit is that the MRI helps us locate the suspect area, meaning that if we have to do a confirmatory biopsy, we have a
much better idea of where the problem might be. This avoids
patient stress, and means we are less likely to miss cancers”.
“These results from the pilot study are very encouraging,
but now they need to be confirmed. We are starting a trial
of 40,000 patients in the Göteborg area. If we can replicate
the results from our pilot study this may lead to a paradigm
shift in future screening and fundamentally change the way
we handle early detection of prostate cancer”.
http://tinyurl.com/Buzzoni-et-al-paper
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A recently published paper (Riedl CC et al. Triple-modality
screening trial for familial breast cancer underlines the importance of magnetic resonance imaging and questions the role of
mammography and ultrasound regardless of patient mutation
status, age, and breast density. J Clin Oncol;2015; 33:1128)
found that around 90 per cent of all breast cancers can be
definitively diagnosed using magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). This compares to the combined methods of mammography and ultrasound which yielded a detection rate of
just 37.5 per cent. The study was carried out at the University Department of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine at the
MedUni Vienna “In cases where there is even the slightest
doubt, and especially in women at increased risk, the obvious choice is MRI. Our study clearly shows the superiority of
magnetic resonance imaging over mammography and breast
ultrasound examinations,” says Thomas Helbich, who led the
study with Christopher Riedl. “The superiority of MRI is also
completely independent of the patient’s age, gene mutation

status and breast density.” In 559 women at increased risk, a
total of 1,365 screening examinations were carried out. There
was one clear “winner”: 90 per cent of all breast cancers can
be clearly detected by MRI. The combination of MRI and
mammography increased the detection rate by just five per
cent. None of the cancers were detected by ultrasound alone.
The results were similar for non-invasive cancers and for
benign breast lesions. “An MRI scan carried out once a year is
therefore the only alternative for high-risk patients who have
a strong family history of breast cancer to the surgical removal
of the breast and ovaries,” says Helbich. “This is by no means
‘over-diagnosis’, but rather a necessity. The results of the study
should encourage the increased use of MRI for breast screening too”. Says Helbich: “In light of these results, it is our duty
to make women more aware of the fact that the use of mammography and ultrasound cannot detect all types of cancer.
MRI really is the method to be recommended.”
http://tinyurl.com/Riedl-et-al-paper
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Autistic and non-autistic brain
differences isolated for first time
The functional differences between autistic and non-autistic brains have been isolated for the first time, following the
development of a new methodology for analyzing MRI scans.
(Cheng W et al Autism: reduced connectivity between cortical
areas involved in face expression, theory of mind, and the sense
of self. Brain. 2015 May;138:1382-93) Developed by researchers at the University of Warwick,in the UK, the methodology,
called Brain-Wide Association Analysis (BWAS), is the first

Brian Wide Association Analysis (BWAS) - Brain Model with Regions of Interest
highlighted.

capable of creating panoramic views of the whole brain and
provides scientists with an accurate 3D model to study. The
researchers used BWAS to identify regions of the brain that
may make a major contribution to the symptoms of autism.
BWAS does so by analyzing 1,134,570,430 individual pieces
of data; covering the 47,636 different areas — voxels — of
the brain which comprise a functional MRI (fMRI) scan and
the connections between them. Previous methodologies were
unable to process this level of data and were restricted to
modelling only limited areas.
The ability to analyze the entire data set from an fMRI scan
provided the Warwick researchers with the opportunity to
compile, compare and contrast accurate computer models for
both autistic and non-autistic brains.
Led by BWAS developer Professor Jianfeng Feng, the
researchers collected the data from hundreds of fMRI scans
of autistic and non-autistic brains. By comparing the two
subsequent models the researchers isolated twenty examples
of difference, where the connections between voxels of the
autistic brain were stronger or weaker than the non-autistic.
The identified differences include key systems involved
with brain functions relating to autism. Professor Feng
explained the findings:
“We identified in the autistic model a key system in the
temporal lobe visual cortex with reduced cortical functional
connectivity. This region is involved with the face expression processing involved in social behavior. This key system
has reduced functional connectivity with the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex, which is implicated in emotion and social
communication”.
The researchers also identified in autism a second key system relating to reduced cortical functional connectivity, a part
of the parietal lobe implicated in spatial functions.
They propose that these two types of functionality, face
12
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expression-related, and of one’s self and the environment, are
important components of the computations involved in theory of mind, whether of oneself or of others, and that reduced
connectivity within and between these regions may make a
major contribution to the symptoms of autism.
The researchers argue that the methodology can potentially
isolate the areas of the brain involved with other cognitive
problems, including Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, ADHD
and schizophrenia.
By using meta-analysis and a rigorous statistics approach
the Warwick researchers were able to collect and use a big data
set to obtain significant results, the likes of which have not
been seen in autistic literature before. Professor Feng explains:
“We used BWAS to analyze resting state fMRI data collected from 523 autistic people and 452 controls. The amount
of data analyzed helped to achieve the sufficient statistical
power necessary for this first voxel-based, comparison of
whole autistic and non-autistic brains. Until the development
of BWAS this had not been possible.
“BWAS tests for differences between patients and controls
in the connectivity of every pair of voxels at a whole brain
level. Unlike previous seed-based or independent components-based approaches, this method has the great advantage
of being fully unbiased in that the connectivity of all brain
voxels can be compared, not just selected brain regions.”
http://tinyurl.com/Cheng-et-al-paper

Reducing MRI patients’ anxiety and
motion artifacts
A DVD designed to help people prepare for a Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) scan, including guidance on how
to relax, led to more successful scans. The patients receiving
the DVD also felt less anxious during the scan according to
a recent paper (Powell R et al.Improving magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) examinations: Development and evaluation
of an intervention to reduce movement in scanners and facilitate scan completion. Br J Health Psychol. 2015. doi: 10.1111)
Lead author Dr Rachel Powell from The University of
Manchester in the UK said: “A successful MRI scan requires
the patient to stay completely still as movement can reduce
the quality of the image taken and potentially affect diagnostic accuracy. However, staying still in the scanner can be
difficult for some people, and some patients do not manage to remain in the scanner long enough to complete the
examination.”
Some 83 outpatients who were due to have a MRI scan
were split in to two groups. Both groups received the
standard MRI Centre information leaflet which included
safety data, information related to the appointment, technical features of an MRI scanner, data protection and the
experience that might be expected. Only one of the groups
received the study DVD, which contained two sections. The
first was ‘Preparation for MRI’ and included information
about the procedures to expect, information about what
the scan experience would feel like, a demonstration of a
patient undergoing a scan, and information about others’
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experiences of having an MRI scan. The second section
detailed relaxation techniques and encouraged patients to
practice the techniques before and during their scan. They
were asked to watch the DVD at least once before their scan
appointment.
Of the 41 patients who received the DVD, 35 had satisfactory scan outcomes. In contrast, in the other group with
42 patients, only 23 had satisfactory scans. A ‘satisfactory’
scan was one where patients successfully stayed in the scanner for the full examination and had high quality images
(i.e. patient movement had not reduced image quality).
Dr Powell explained: “We found that the vast majority
of participants found the DVD an easy format to use, with
almost all participants viewing the DVD at least once, and
over half the participants using it at least twice. Most of
the participants found the DVD useful and said it helped
them to feel less anxious and more confident about taking
the scan.
“Given the high number of scans where either patients
move in the scanner, reducing image quality, or where
patients do not manage to stay in the scanner long enough
to complete the examination, the finding that an affordable,
acceptable and effective intervention can be sent to patients
by post prior to their scan could have an important impact
on patient care and health care costs.”
http://tinyurl.com/Powell-et-al-paper

Research study shows potential of MRI
technique to avoid biopsies in cancer
diagnosis

Imaging tests like mammograms or CT scans can detect
tumors, but figuring out whether a growth is or isn’t cancer
usually requires a biopsy to study cells directly. Now results
of a study from Johns Hopkins Hospital in the United States
suggest that the MRI technique known as Chemical Exchange
Saturation Transfer (CEST) could one day make biopsies
more effective or even replace them altogether by noninvasively detecting telltale sugar molecules shed by the outer
membranes of cancerous cells..(Song X et al. Label-free in vivo
MAY / JUNE 2015
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molecular imaging of underglycosylated mucin-1 expression in
tumour cells Nat Commun. 2015;6:6719.)
“We think this is the first time scientists have found a
use in imaging cellular slime,” says Prof Jeff Bulte, a professor of radiology and radiological science in the Institute for
Cell Engineering at the Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine. “As cells become cancerous, some proteins on their
outer membranes shed sugar molecules and become less slimy,
perhaps because they’re crowded closer together. If we tune
the MRI to detect sugars attached to a particular protein, we
can see the difference between normal and cancerous cells.”
Bulte’s research builds on recent findings by others that
indicate glucose can be detected by a fine-tuned MRI technique based on the unique way it interacts with surrounding
water molecules without administering dyes. Other researchers have used MRI but needed injectable dyes to image proteins on the outside of cells that lost their sugar. In this study,
Bulte’s research team compared MRI readings from proteins
known as mucins with and without sugars attached to see how
the signal changed. They then looked for that signal in four
types of lab-grown cancer cells and detected markedly lower
levels of mucin-attached sugars than in normal cells.
Dr Xiaolei Song, the lead author on the study and a research
associate in Bulte’s laboratory, explains that this is the first
time a property integral to cancer cells, rather than an injected
dye, has been used to detect those cells. “The advantage of
detecting a molecule already inside the body is that we can

IMAGE: Normal cells (left) have far more sugar attached to mucin proteins than do
cancerous cells (right). Mucin-attached sugar generates a high MRI signal, shown
in red.
Image courtesy of Dr Xiaolei Song, Johns Hopkins Medicine

potentially image the entire tumor,” she says. “This often isn’t
possible with injected dyes because they only reach part of the
tumor. Plus, the dyes are expensive.”
Bulte cautions that much more testing is needed to show
that the technique — so far only evaluated in test tube-grown
cells and mice — has value in human cancer diagnosis. His
team’s next step will be to see if it can distinguish more types
of cancerous tumors from benign masses in live mice.
If further testing does show such success, Bulte and Song
suggest the technique could be used to detect cancer at an
early stage, monitor response to chemotherapy, guide biopsies
to ensure sampling of the most malignant part of a tumor and
eventually make at least some biopsies unnecessary.
http://tinyurl.com/Song-et-al-paper
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BAT
By Dr W van Marken Lichtenbelt and Dr B Brans

Imagine quantifying Brown
Adipose Tissue activity in adult
humans: neither fat nor flesh

I

t was as long ago as in 1551 that the Swiss naturalist
Conrad Gessner described brown adipose tissue in
marmots and called it “neither fat nor flesh”. It was
not until 1895 that it began to be called brown fat, and this
lasted until the 1960s before the main physiological function of this fatty tissue was finally identified: namely the
production of heat. Thus, brown adipose tissue (BAT) uses

ies in the 70s led to the generally accepted idea that adult
humans do not possess any functional BAT. It was only
with the arrival of the FDG-PET scanning technique that
retrospective studies in cancer patients identified active
BAT [1] [2]. In 2009 dedicated cold exposure studies independently showed functional BAT in adult humans [3] [4]
[Figure 1].

FIGURE 1. Distribution of cold activated BAT on FDG-PET/CT. A high amount of active metabolism can be appreciated on the FDG-PET scan following cold
exposure, either on the 3D maximum projection PET image (left), or on the fused PET-CT images (right) showing the dominant supraclavicular region (row C) but
also cervical (row B), mediastinal and paravertebral (row D) active BAT localizations.

energy when activated instead of storing energy, which is
the well known function of white adipose tissue (WAT).
BAT is a tissue that in the cold helps control the core
body temperature of small mammals and helps to heat
up hibernating animals upon arousal. It is also generally
acknowledged that babies have brown fat to help them
survive temporary periods of exposure to cold. Babies
are vulnerable to hypothermia due to their large surface
to volume ratio and the fact that they cannot shiver. With
advancing age, the amount of brown fat gradually decreases
and reaches low levels during puberty. Although anatomical studies in fact revealed the opposite, physiological studThe authors
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Because BAT is activated in the cold and, since in
addition to fatty acids, it also takes up glucose, we can
measure its presence and activity by cold-induced FDG
uptake, using PET/CT. In such measurements volunteers
or patients are exposed to a cold by means of cold air
or a water cooled suit [5]. Since it is undesirable to have
extra FDG uptake in muscles, the subjects are cooled until
they start shivering whereupon they are then warmed up
slightly, so that maximal nonshivering thermogenesis can
be obtained (for details see Reference [5]).
BAT function and mechanisms

In response to exposure to cold, mammals can shiver to
produce heat. However, nonshivering thermogenesis (NST)
has the advantage that it neither disturbs coordination nor
does it lead to fatigue. People do not even notice NST. In
rodents BAT is the principal tissue responsible for NST. It
generates heat from the metabolism of mainly fatty acids
in a process called mitochondrial uncoupling, using the socalled uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1). This protein is located
in the inner membrane of the mitochondria of brown adipocytes. UCP1 is responsible for uncoupling the electron
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FIGURE 2. The effects of cold acclimation on BAT activity. The results of 18F-FDG-PET/CT-imaging in a female subject [7]. The left image taken before (PRE) and the right
image taken after (POST) the cold acclimation period. Higher 18F-FDG uptake in the supraclavicular, axillary and paravertebral areas was found in the POST scan.

transport chain from ATP production by
causing an increased proton leakage over
the mitochondrial inner membrane. In
this way, heat is produced instead of ATP
(for review on mechanisms see reference
[6]).
In contrast to rodents, the contribution of BAT to NST in humans is still
unknown. We and other groups studied cold acclimation that resulted in
increased BAT activity [7] [8] [Figure
2] In the majority of such studies we do
find a relation between the BAT activity
(as measured by FDG uptake) and NST.
Changes in BAT activity were related
to changes in NST. These data indicate
that BAT may be functionally related to
energy metabolism.
However with the use of FDG it is
not possible to quantify energy expenditure by BAT, because the main fuel is
fatty acids derived from stored fats in the
lipid droplets of the brown adipocytes
and from fatty acids from the circulation
[9]. Therefore alternative tracers or techniques are needed.
Additionally, in recent years animal
studies identified different types of
brown fat, the so-called classical brown
adipocytes and beige adipocytes. Their
developmental origin may be different
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and also their anatomical location may
differ. Most classical brown fat depots in
humans are in the neck region, supraclavicular and along the spines. However,
beige cells may be interspersed in WAT.
Indeed it has been shown that human
BAT also has a beige signature [10].
Although the debate is still ongoing as
to what extent human BAT cells belong
to the classical or the intermediate ‘beige’
adipocytes, the depots in WAT are probably small and therefore are below the
detection limits of the current FDG-PET
method.
BAT imaging techniques and
future imaging procedures

With the onset of new technologies we
can further explore the quantitative contribution of brown fat in energy, fat and
glucose metabolism in health and disease. While the acquisition parameters
of the FDG-PET scan are similar to those
in oncology studies, more advanced
processing techniques are necessary to
estimate the amount of active BAT from
the PET/CT scan. In general, this can be
done from a dynamic scan by pharmacokinetic modeling and/or of the totalbody by fixed or threshold determined
volumes-of-interest (VOI’s) [4]. Indeed,
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as figure 1 shows, active BAT is most
prominent in the supraclavicular area,
but other pockets are widely dispersed
in the body, such as cervical, axillary,
acromial-clavicular, mediastinal (paratracheal, para-oesophageal, prevascular,
pericardial, in the interatrial septum and
in the azygo-oesophageal recess), intercostal, or abdominally (retrocrural, periadrenal, perirenal, mesenteric, omental,
perihepatic). Because these areas may
show a different role and response in
individual glucose and fat metabolism,
the main advantage of using imaging is
to achieve a compartmental modeling of
individual metabolism.
In time, it may be possible to perform
a metabolic profiling of patients, for
example to assess prognosis and therapy
prediction in disturbances of metabolism
such as obesity, diabetes, atherosclerosis
and cachexia. In this context, the advent of
PET/MRI may be a major move forward
in fat (and muscle) metabolic imaging,
because multiple functional characteristics can be simultaneously studied [Figure
3], [11, 12]. On the other hand the use of
new radiopharmaceutical developments
may permit adding to the data that have
already been acquired on the glucose
metabolism of fat and BAT by FDG-PET.
15
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FIGURE 3. Analysis of BAT activation by T2* MRI imaging compared with PET. Images show an overlay of a color-coded activation map of the supraclavicular/cervical fat
depot onto an axial slice of a T1-weighted MRI image (upper image). Below is a scatterplot of BAT activation as measured by PET (FDG uptake in kilobecqerels per milliliters)
and MRI (the fraction of activating pixels in the supraclavicular/cervical ROI)

Such new “tracers” may focus on alternative metabolic pathways such as fatty acid
metabolism (e.g. FTHA or fluoro-thioheptadecanoic acid), adrenergic activity
(such as FDA or fluoro-dopamin, MIBG
or meta-iodobezylguanidin), or mitochondrial activity (such as sestamibi) [13].
The development of these new techniques and tracers is crucial for our
deeper understanding of the function
and quantification of the role of brown
adipose tissue in adult humans.
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Book review
MRI: Basic Principles and Applications, 5th Edition
By Brian M. Dale, Mark A. Brown, Richard C. Semelka
Pub. by Wiley-Blackwell 2015, 240 pp, € 62.50

This fifth edition of the most accessible
introduction to MRI’s principles and applications from renowned teachers in the field
provides an understandable yet comprehensive
update:.
•Accessible introductory guide from experts
in the field
•Provides a concise yet thorough introduction for MRI focusing on fundamental physics,
pulse sequences, and clinical applications without presenting advanced mathematics.
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•Takes a practical approach, including
up-to-date protocols, and supports technical concepts with thorough explanations and
illustrations
•Highlights sections that are directly relevant to radiology board exams
•Presents new information on the latest
scan techniques and applications including 3
Tesla whole body scanners, safety issues, and
the nephrotoxic effects of gadolinium-based
contrast media
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Contrast Enhanced Ultrasound
By V. Cantisani, MD, PhD

Surveillance of patients with
liver cirrhosis: is there still a
role for CEUS?
The satellite symposium on “Contrast-enhanced ultrasound
in the imaging of patients at risk of developing malignant
lesions” that was sponsored by Bracco Imaging at the recent
ECR meeting in Vienna was crowded to overflowing.
This article summarizes in particular the presentation on
the role of Contrast-enhanced Ultrasound (CEUS) in patients
with liver cirrhosis, a subject that is currently a controversial
“hot” topic.
The article aims to describe the current consensus of
experts regarding the precise role of CEUS in patients with
liver cirrhosis and to put some earlier, controversial studies
into the context of more recent data.
Liver cirrhosis

First of all, let’s set the scene. Cirrhosis is characterized by the
histological development of regenerative nodules surrounded
by fibrous bands in response to chronic liver injury. The overriding aim of medical imaging in cirrhotic patients should be
the ruling out or in of Hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC). This
is all the more important since the incidence of HCC is constantly increasing and currently represents the majority of primary hepatic tumors. Usually HCC develops from an established
background of chronic liver disease with most HCC patients
having a background of liver cirrhosis.
The risk of developing HCC increases as the size of a nodule
increases; there is more than a 90% probability of developing
HCC if the nodule is greater than 3 cm, whereas nodules less
than 1 cm are rarely malignant. The clinical objective is therefore
to screen high-risk patients as early as possible, whether we are
dealing with viral-related cirrhosis or chronic alcohol-related
liver disease. This approach is particularly important since it has
been shown that screening for HCC can significantly decrease
disease-related mortality.
The recommendations for the surveillance of cirrhotic
patients are updated frequently: currently we suggest the carrying
out of baseline ultrasound every three or six months. Such scans
can detect several different conditions, such as HCC, regenerative nodules, hemangioma and many other types of liver lesions.
From the point of view of imaging, many of these conditions can resemble each other. Differentiation of these various
possibilities is based on the fact that when cirrhosis begins, the
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vascular blood supply to the liver changes. Normally 75-80% of
the blood is provided via the portal vein, but in cirrhosis there is
the development of hyperarterialization of the liver parenchyma.
In the majority of cases, the development of HCC is thought to
occur in a multi-step progressive pathway in a sequence from a
large regenerative nodule; low or high-grade dysplastic nodule;
dysplastic nodule with a focus of HCC; well differentiated HCC;
and finally moderately to poorly differentiated HCC.
Imaging Modalities

Several imaging modalities are available for HCC [Figure 1],
including CT; PET/CT;and MRI. CEUS has several advantages,
including relative affordability of the equipment. The basic principles of micro-bubble - enhanced US imaging have been well
described in the literature [1]. As for the application of imaging

FIGURE 1. There are several possible modalities for the imaging of HCC.
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techniques in HCC, there are currently many
guidelines issued by professional bodies such
as the American Association for the Study
of Liver Diseases (AASLD); the European
Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL);
the Asian Pacific association for the Study
of the Liver (APASL); the Japanese society
of Hepatology (JSH); the Italian society for
the study of the liver (AISF) and the World
Federation for Ultrasound in Medicine
and Biology (WFUMB) and the European
Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in
Medicine and Biology (EFUSMB). In addition, due to rapid development in the field,
there are frequent updates to the guidelines
and even — as we shall see later — occasions
when guidelines should be updated but aren’t.
The very number of such individual guidelines can be confusing, but a relatively recent
paper from the WFUMB-EFSUMB includes
inputs from the other professional bodies
[2]. These guidelines underline the fact that
CEUS is increasingly accepted for clinical
diagnostic imaging in focal liver lesions
(FLL). However the guidelines point out that
CEUS cannot be used to detect — as opposed
to characterizing — small HCC, since the
CEUS identification of small HCC relies on
detection of the hypervascularisation in the
arterial vascular phase. This takes place too
quickly and is too transient for the whole liver
to be evaluated. Thus it is recommended that
the detection of small HCC be first carried
out using baseline ultrasound.
Characterisation of liver nodules

Once a lesion has been detected, its characterization can be carried out by CEUS.
For example the differentiation between
malignant and benign liver lesions can be
established from the characteristics of the
wash-out phenomenon. In malignant lesions
there is hypoenhancement in the late and
postvascular phases whereas in the vast
majority of benign liver lesions, sustained
enhancement in the portal and late phase is
typicall. Other features in chronic hepatitis
-cirrhosis that can be diffentially characterised by CEUS include rgerenerative nodules,
hemangiomas, cholangiocellular carcinoma
(CCC) and focal nodular hyperplasia.
CEUS and hepatocarciongenesis

In principle CEUS can yield give important
information regarding the progressive chang-
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FIGURE 2. CEUS patterns of HCC and schematic diagrams seen in a HCC lesion. Left panel:
Hyperenhancing during arterial phase. Centre panel: Mild Hypoechoic in portal phase. Right
panel: Hypoechoic in late phase.

es that take place in intranodular hemodynamics during the progression from benign
lesion to malignancy by showing progressive
neoangiogenesis and the reduction of the
portal blood flow [Figure 2].
There are several key points for the use of
CEUS in the characterisation of HCC
• in HCC, hyper-enhancement in the arterial phase is usually homogeneous (but may
be heterogeneous in larger nodules > 5 cm)
• The detection rates of hyperenhancement can vary according to the size of the
nodule e.g. 67% in lesions< 1.0 cm; 83 - 88%
in lesions 1.1-2.0 cm and 92 - 100% in lesions
between 2.1 and 3.0 cm.
• Wash-out in the late phase is observed
overall in about half of HCC cases but more
rarely in small nodules. Wash-out tends to
start later in HCC, usually not before 6o secs
after the injection of the ultrasound contrast
agent. It is thus important to keep observing
nodules in cirrhosis until very late (> 4 min).
• The sensitivity, specificity and PPV of
CEUS in the diagnosis of HCC are 88.8%;

89.2% and 91.3% respectively The diagnostic performance of the technique is highly
dependent on the nodule size. For example
the sensitivity of the technique is 69-80% in
nodules of 1.0-2.0 cm; 97% in nodules of
2.1-3.0 cm and 100% in lesions of 3.1-5.0 cm.
The different levels of echoicity of HCC
at various levels of tumor differentiation and
phase of the blood flow are shown in Table 1.
It was on the basis of such characteristics
that as early as 2005 the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases issued
guidelines for the management of HCC, that
contained recommendations for the use of
CEUS as a possible imaging modality for the
characterisation of HCC [4].
Controversy/Debate on
the use of CEUS in HCC

However later on a paper was published
pointing out drawbacks to the use of CEUS.
In a study whose aim was to describe the
imaging features by CEUS of Intrahepatic
peripheral Cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) in
cirrhosis patients, Vilana et al. found that in

TABLE 1. Degree of echoicity in CEUS in HCC. Hypervascularity is associated with moderately differentiated tumors more than with well differntiated or poorly differentiated tumors. There were significant differences between the distribution of washout time categories and histologic differentiation
categories. Table taken from [3]. imaging of HCC.
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Contrast Enhanced Ultrasound
fact ICC was not be clearly distinguishable
from HCC [5]. Following this observation,
the AASLD guidelines were updated in 2011
[6] to state that :
• CEUS was no longer recommended for
the characterisation of Focal Liver Lesions
identified by ultrasound surveillance.
• False positives for HCC in CEUS were
described in patients with biopsy-proven ICC.
The withdrawal of the recommendation
of CEUS by the AASLD was generally not
well received in Europe and Asia and soon
some (mostly European) specialists in the
field started to challenge the updated AASLD
recommendations [7].
The counterarguments were based on
the fact the “Hyper =→ Hypo Pattern” on
CEUS was specific for malignancy and that
any diagnosis of HCC by CEUS should only
be questioned whenever the wash-out was
atypical for HCC (i.e. very rapid or very
marked) or the pattern on CT/MRI for staging was atypical. Other authors went on to
point out that rejecting CEUS as a diagnostic technique would lead to more biopsies
whose accuracy is itself lower than that of
the typical CEUS pattern. [8]
Even more recently, a group of Chinese
clinicians published the results of a study
whose aim was to investigate if detailed
analysis of temporal enhancement patterns
on contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS)
may help differentiate intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) from hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) in cirrhosis. The study
compared 33 ICC patients with 55 HCC
patients and concluded that it was still possible to differentiate ICC from HCC
Yet other studies, published earlier, had
been carried out to compare the perfusion
patterns of histologically proven cases of
intrahepatic peripheral cholangiocarcinoma
(IPCC) on contrast-enhanced ultrasound
(CEUS) with dynamic computed tomography (CT) [10]. It was found that enhancement discrepancy between delayed-phase
CEUS (hypoechogenicity) and CT (hyperdensity) was a common symptomalogical
findings in the study of IPCC.
Further evidence in support of the use of
CEUS was presented in a study whose aim
was to determine the diagnostic accuracy of
CEUS for diagnosis of small (≤ 2 cm in diameter) HCC nodules through a meta-analysis of published studies [11]. More than 15
papers were studied, covering a total of more
than 1000 HCC nodules that were evaluated.
The authors concluded that the meta-analysis
showed that CEUS was a useful diagnostic
20

FIGURE 3. The development of modern technology, in particular the availability of powerful software packages for
the analysis of CEUS data means that the maximum information can be easily extracted from CEUS examinations.

tool with high sensitivity and specificity for
identifying small HCC.
Yet another study set out to investigate the clinical role of CEUS when combined with contrast-enhanced computed
tomography (CE-CT) or MRI to improve
the preoperative staging of HCC and to
guide surgical decision-making [12]. The
authors found that CEUS combined with
CT or MRI improves the accuracy of preoperative staging for HCC and may help to
guide individualized treatment for patients
with HCC. CEUS may also better identify non-malignant lesions in patients with
small tumors and discover new malignant
lesions in patients with large tumors.
In addition, the development of modern
technology, in particular the availability of
powerful software packages for the analysis
of CEUS data means that in practice maximum information can be easily extracted
from CEUS images [Figure 3].
Conclusions

• CEUS is helpful in monitoring the progression of the vascular pattern of nodules
encountered during screening and follow-up.
• CE-MRI is however the most accurate
imaging modality or “gold standard“ for the
characterisation of small nodules in cirrhotic
patients.
• Thus CEUS should still be considered
a useful non-invasive imaging modality so
long as there are no atypical features presented on the images.
• The Italian (AISF) and European
(EFSUMB) professional bodies have not
removed CEUS from their guidelines for
diagnostic management of HCC. While
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CEUS alone is not recommended for staging,
it is still recommended for evaluation prior
to transarterial chemoembolization (TACE)
or radiofrequency thermal ablation (RFTA)
procedures.
• There has been a lot of controversy
regarding the role of CEUS for the diagnosis of HCC, so the technique is continually
being evaluated. In particular, as has been
shown by several recent studies quantitative perfusion data, approaches using such
methodology and data are particularly
promising.
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Computed tomography
By Dr N de Cecco & Dr UJ Schoepf

Coronary CT Angiography and
Myocardial Perfusion CT Imaging
Coronary CT Angiography (CCTA) is an established technique for the noninvasive assessment of coronary artery morphology. However, the purely
anatomical assessment of coronary stenosis does not adequately predict
hemodynamic relevance. Recently, numerous CT techniques for the functional analysis of coronary lesions have emerged. In this article, we review
our experience in investigating advanced CT myocardial perfusion imaging
techniques that are able to detect myocardial ischemia to provide a fast and
comprehensive appraisal of coronary artery disease
Coronary CT Angiography and Myocardial
Perfusion CT Imaging

Coonary CT Angiography (CCTA) provides a non-invasive
morphological assessment of coronary arteries that can accurately depict coronary anatomy and the atherosclerotic plaque
burden with a pooled sensitivity and specificity of 98% and
89%, respectively [1]. Technological innovations are continuously improving the diagnostic performance and decreasing
the radiation dose and contrast medium volume necessary for
this test [Figure 1].
However, a growing body of evidence has demonstrated that
a purely anatomical evaluation of coronary stenosis does not
adequately predict hemodynamic relevance [2].
In a response to this limitation, innovative CT technology
has allowed the collection of functional data, promising a comprehensive appraisal of anatomical and functional aspects of
coronary heart disease with a single modality.
In our research group we are investigating two distinct CT
myocardial perfusion imaging (CTMPI) techniques able to
detect myocardial perfusion defects with a third generation

dual-source dual-energy CT scanner (SOMATOM Force,
Siemens Healthcare, Germany):
• Dynamic CT Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (dCTMPI)
• Static CT Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (sCTMPI)
These techniques require state-of-the-art CT technology and
utilize specific rest/stress protocols with the administration of
pharmacological stress agents, such as adenosine, regadenoson,
dobutamine or dipyridamole, to induce a vasodilative effect.
In our clinical practice we routinely use regadenoson, a
selective A2A receptor agonist administered in a single dose
which causes fewer systemic side effects than adenosine and is
more beneficial for patients with asthma or chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease [3].
Our research on CCTA and CTMPI specifically aims to
test the diagnostic accuracy of a combined morphological and
functional approach in the detection of flow limiting coronary
stenosis. In doing so, we seek to extend the clinical applications of these techniques to patient populations not previously
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FIGURE 1. Prospectively triggered CCTA performed with a 3rd generation
dual-source CT in an obese patient (BMI 31 kg/m2) at 80 kV with 55 ml of
contrast medium for a total radiation dose of 3.6 mSv. The excellent image
quality achieved allows for a clear depiction of the coronary arteries and
atherosclerotic disease.
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FIGURE 2. Dynamic CT myocardial perfusion imaging in a 68-year-old male patient. For quantitative measurements of dynamic myocardial perfusion, a volume of interest
is traced to encompass the entire left ventricle, while the ascending aorta and descending aorta are designated as the input and output function, respectively. From these
parameters, the K-trans, blood volume, and blood flow of the entire myocardium are obtained (A). The derived blood volume map (B) shows a perfusion deficit (arrow) in
the apical antero-septal segment, corresponding to a chronic myocardial infarct in the left anterior descending artery territory.

evaluable, including obese patients or those
with high heart rate, all the while minimizing radiation dose and contrast medium
volume.
Dynamic CT Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging

Dynamic CT myocardial perfusion imaging is based on measuring the distribution
of the iodinated contrast material during
its first pass through the myocardium and
using this as an indicator of myocardial
blood flow. It represents the only CT-based
technique that can directly measure myocardial perfusion.

Through ECG-synchronized, repetitive
scanning of the myocardium and cardiac
blood pool, time attenuation curves are
generated as the contrast bolus undergoes
its first pass, arterial phase, and enters the
microcirculation [Figure 2]. Currently, there
are two major approaches available for
dynamic imaging. Whole heart acquisition
uses a stationary table and requires a scanner
with the necessary detector width to cover
the entire heart [4] while “shuttle” mode
acquisition acquires whole heart images by
moving the table back and forth between
two scanning positions [5]. The diagnostic
accuracy of dynamic CT perfusion has been

tested in comparison with CMR, SPECT,
ICA and FFR [5-8] showing a sensitivity
and specificity, in the range of 76-100 and
74-100%, respectively.
A major limitation of dynamic CT perfusion technology is the relatively high
radiation exposure and the need for a low,
stable heart rate. In addition, patients with
high body mass index cannot be adequately
studied due to severe artifacts caused by
major x-ray attenutation through the chest.
However, our initial clinical experience
using a state-of-the-art third generation
DSCT scanner showed it was feasible to
obtain diagnostic quality imaging even in
severely obese patients with high heart rates
[Figure 4], expanding the range of clinical
applications.
Static Dual-Energy CT Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging

FIGURE 3. Dynamic CT myocardial perfusion imaging in a 59-year-old male patient presenting with atypical
chest pain and an inconclusive SPECT examination. 3rd generation DSCT provided diagnostic image quality using
90 kV and 50 mL of contrast medium despite the patient’s severe obesity (BMI 35 kg/m2) and high heart rate
(average 102 bpm) (A). A parametric map of myocardial blood volume (B) and blood flow (C) demonstrates no
perfusion defects in the myocardium.
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Single-shot dual-energy CT perfusion imaging uses the static distribution of contrast
material during early arterial attenuation to
detect myocardial blood perfusion abnormalities during the early arterial phase of
first-pass contrast enhancement.
Different vendor-specific CT technologies have been developed to perform dualenergy acquisitions. Dual source scanners
make use of independent tubes paired
with two detectors, which simultaneously
operate with low (80-90-100kV) and high
(140-150kV) tube voltages [9-11], while
single source CT scanners can produce dual
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pared to different reference modalities [11,15-19], with a vesselbased sensitivity and specificity for the stress/rest approach ranging
from 77-94% and 74-94%, respectively.
Third generation DECT using 90-100 kV for the low energy tube
and 150 kV for the high energy tube with the application of tin filter
technology allows better discrimination of the iodine distribution in
the myocardium and reduces the artifacts associated with obesity and
high heart rate present in previous scanner generations [Figure 5].
Summary

FIGURE 4. Static dual-energy CT myocardial perfusion imaging in a 65-year-old
male patient presenting with recurrent chest pain. DECT iodine map (A) and SPECT
imaging (B) at rest show normal myocardial perfusion. DECT iodine-map (C) and
SPECT imaging (D) at stress demonstrate the presence of an inducible myocardial
perfusion defect in the infero-lateral wall suggestive of myocardial ischemia (arrows).

energy images through rapid tube current switching between 80 and
140kV [12]. Both prospective ECG triggered and retrospectively
ECG gated protocols are possible for DECT acquisition.
With both dual-source and single-source acquisitions, an iodine
distribution map is generated by merging the low and high kV
data-sets. Since iodine concentration is a surrogate for myocardial
perfusion, the myocardial blood pool can be quantified based on the
per-voxel amount of iodine [13], [Figure 4]. Radiation doses for prospective ECG triggered or retrospectively ECG-triggered acquisition
are equivalent to those of single energy cardiac CT acquisition [14].
Static dual-energy studies have shown high specificity and sensitivity for the detection of hemodynamically significant CAD com-

FIGURE 5. Static dual-energy CT myocardial perfusion imaging with 3rd generation
dual-source dual-energy CT in a 69-year-old male patient (BMI 32 kg/m2) with multiple coronary artery bypass grafts and mechanical mitral valve prosthesis. CCTA imaging shows the presence of patent coronary grafts (A) with no evidence of myocardial
perfusion defects in the iodine map (B-D). Homogenous iodine distribution can be
observed in the iodine map without artifacts, regardless of the patient’s high BMI and
the presence of a mechanical mitral valve, improving overall diagnostic confidence.
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A growing body of evidence suggests that the combination of morphological data from CCTA and functional data from CTMPI can
enhance the accuracy of non-invasive CT in detecting hemodynamically relevant coronary artery disease. Recent technological
improvements and subsequent reductions in radiation dose and
contrast media requirements promise to expand the clinical use of
CTMPI and to make the fast, comprehensive evaluation of coronary
artery disease increasingly possible in clinical practice, including in
patient populations not previously evaluable.
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Executive interview

New head of Carestream Europe
puts forward his vision for the future
The new boss of Carestream Europe has been in
place for nearly six months now. With his long and
in-depth experience of the European medical imaging business, Hans Bossink is well placed to evaluate the potential and challenges of the industry in
general and, in particular, the prospects of the company he now heads up, Carestream Europe.
With continuing innovations in Carestream’s core
businesses now being complemented by the introduction of what is, for the company, a brand-new
imaging modality, namely ultrasound, things are bubbling at Carestream

Newly appointed as General Manager Carestream
Europe, Hans Bossink brings with him an in-depth
knowledge and understanding of the healthcare
technology business acquired over more than
twenty years in the industry.

We caught up with Hans at the recent ECR meeting
where he explained his vision and future strategy for
Carestream Europe.

Q. Before we get on to Carestream,

Let’s set the scene by talking
about your career so far in the
medical imaging industry?
My background is that I have been
in the healthcare business now for
nearly twenty years or so, the vast
majority of which was with Philips,
where I had several responsibilities
but mostly in positions where I led
sales and service organizations in
various areas. After a long time in
Philips I was keen to get new experiences so I had a year with Samsung.
I have been in my current position
as General Manager Carestream
Europe since November 2014.
And while of course every company
has its own unique philosophy, its
own characteristics and certainly its
own product range, an experience
of the underlying market place is
invaluable. That’s not to say that the
market is static and never-changing.
On the contrary, the ever-increasing
pressure to reduce overall healthcare costs throughout Europe, while
26

the demand for care is increasing,
means that the companies serving
the market must constantly adapt to
its changing needs.

Q.  So is it meeting these chal-

lenges which attracts you to the
healthcare business?
What I really like about this business
is the need to bring improvements
to the delivery of healthcare, which

of course means bringing innovative
solutions and services to the market.
So it’s the double satisfaction of not
just helping the company to prosper but, in so doing, to also bring
improvement to the end-consumer
of the business, namely the careproviders and their patients. If these
two aspects can be aligned successfully, then it’s very satisfying.

Carestream is well established in sectors such as healthcare IT, including advanced PACS RIS systems
and digital X-ray, including, dental cone-beam CT.
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is very positive. Of course there are always opportunities for
improvement in what we do at Carestream, but the fundamentals of how the company is operating are good.
As always, the product and its specifications are central to
meeting the market’s expectations and I am happy to say that
at Carestream the performance of our products is top-ofthe-range. However in the healthcare market the customers’
requirements go much further than mere product specifications. A complete service and support infrastructure
is needed in order to guarantee the performance of our
installed base. And in the majority of countries in Europe
our infrastructure is well organized to satisfy the market
needs.
In addition to Carestream’s well-known product portfolio, such as PACS and
RIS systems and digital X-ray, it is sometimes forgotten that the company also
has a significant business in film and CR radiology. The overall trend to digital
imaging systems is inexorable but there are many Carestream customers,
particularly in the southern and eastern European countries, who appreciate
film or CR systems.

Q. And how is Carestream structured to meet all these chal-

lenges and opportunities?
The pervasive corporate attitude to innovation was one of
the factors that attracted me to Carestream. And this innovation is not just limited in what might be considered the core
markets that Carestream is involved in, namely healthcare
IT, digital X-rays, and medical film and CR but now also
with the introduction by Carestream of our brand new ultrasound systems in a totally new market sector.
As an ex-Philips man I don’t miss the broad product portfolio — having a restricted number of market sectors has great
advantages, such as being able to focus totally on appropriate
innovations for the sectors we know really well.
One advantage of being new to the company is that you
don’t have any pre-conceived ideas, and so you can look at
and analyze operations in an objective way. And it’s from
this perspective that I can say that what I see of Carestream
and how we are meeting the requirements of our customers

Q.  Seen from the outside, Carestream is perceived as a

company specializing in Healthcare IT, such as PACS
and RIS systems, digital X-ray and now ultrasound. Is
this an accurate perception?
Only if you also add in our film and CR businesses. These
sectors are significant markets, although the level of digitized imaging varies from country to country. In general
the countries in the north of Europe are more digitised than
those in the south where a lot of customers continue to use
our CR and film products. Likewise the Eastern countries
are in general less digitised than those in the west. Also you
haven’t mentioned our successful dental cone-beam CT
system.
Personally I don’t prefer one product line over another —
it’s just as important to me that a customer using our film
products is happy with our product as another customer
using our latest high-performance PACS system for example.
Anyway the classical perception of Carestream that I have
just described, namely healthcare IT, digital X-ray and film/
CR business is changing, since we now have to add a whole
new modality for us at Carestream, namely ultrasound, with
the new Touch range of systems which was launched at the

The European launch of Carestream’s new Touch range of ultrasound systems created much interest at the recent ECR meeting.
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One of the striking features of the new Touch ultrasound system is the absence of the traditional buttons
and knobs on the control panel. Instead, the system is
controlled via what is essentially a large touch-sensitive
panel, which can be easily customized so that only the
controls needed for a particular protocol, or needed
to cater for the personal preferences of an individual
user are actually selected and activated at any one
time. The touch panel also incorporates some raised
profiles which are etched into the glass of the panel so
that users can feel and adjust the controls without taking their eyes off the patient . An additional advantage
of the sealed touch panel is that it is easy to clean
and disinfect and so can limit the risks of spreading
microbial pathogens.

last RSNA and now in Europe at this
ECR meeting. The first systems will be
delivered to customers in the course
of 2015.

Q.  Getting

into ultrasound, — a
modality where Carestream previously have had no presence —
seems to be an important strategic innovation for the company.
What’s the rationale behind this
development?
We identified that there were a lot
of unmet clinical needs in the ultrasound field. Of course we are aware
of the many competitor companies
already in the market who provide
ultrasound systems, but our detailed
market analysis identified several key
areas, where the existing systems do
not meet the real needs of the market.
Clearly image quality is of absolute
importance — high image quality is
taken for granted — but in addition
to that there are many areas where we
think our new systems can better fulfil
the user requirements. For example we
believe that the flexibility of our new
system and the way the interface can
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be programmed by the user to suit
individual workflow patterns gives us
a unique advantage over our many
competitors.
It won’t surprise you to know that
before we started the development
process we carried out really extensive analysis of what the users really
needed. And this is a process that is
on-going, we continually look for and
act on the feed-back we receive. This
may sound as just being simple commonsense, but it really is important.
One outcome of our market research is
that we identified the diversity of user
needs. It can be impossible to incorporate these preferences into separate hardware options. The solution
we devised was to design the control
panel without any of the traditional
buttons and knobs. Instead, the system
is controlled via what is essentially a
large touch-sensitive panel. This can
be easily customized so that only the
controls needed for a particular protocol (or those satisfying the personal
preferences of an individual user), are
actually present and activated at any
one time. The touch panel also incorporates some raised profiles which are
etched into the glass of the panel so
that users can feel and adjust the controls without taking their eyes off the
screen/patient.
In a way the great advantage for us as
the “new boys on the ultrasound block”
is that our developers/designers can
basically start with a blank sheet of
paper. We aren’t burdened by any of the
“heritage” issues that affect our competitors. For example, we could incorporate many advanced IT algorithms —
some of them originally coming from
the gaming industry, where processing
speed is really important — to provide
high speed acquisition and processing
that the end-user physicians need and
appreciate. In addition we could take
the time to analyze precisely the way
in which the physician uses the probes
and to incorporate these findings into a
design which meets real requirements.
For example the changing of a probe on
other systems can frequently involve a
tiresome procedure selecting the new
probe on the system’s software menus.
Changing a probe on the new Touch
system involves just pressing a button
located on the probe itself which is
D I
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enough for the system to recognize that
a particular probe is being used.
Apart from all these advantages, there
is one area where we are not the new
boys on the block; this is in the field of
support and servicing, which is a basic
but important function to ensure that
the systems that the end-user relies on
are always up and running. Here we
already have in place comprehensive
support and service teams in all European countries supporting our existing product portfolio — it’s relatively
easy to train our qualified technicians
on the new ultrasound systems.

Q.  The ultrasound market is itself

subdivided into various sub-specialties. Which will you be focussing on?
Yes there are distinct sub-divisions in
ultrasound, such as general radiology,
obstetrics/gynecology and cardiology.
And you can’t do everything at once so
we decided to go first of all for ultrasound in general radiology, particularly
since we already have experience in
non-ultrasound radiology applications.
The intention of course is to eventually extend into the other specialized
ultrasound areas, such as Obstetrics/
Gynecology, Cardiology and Point-ofCare applications.

Q.  So all-in-all how do you see the

future?
As I hope you have gathered by now
I am really positive about our future
outlook
Of course I am under no illusions
about the pressures that exist — and
are likely to continue to exist — in the
healthcare industry. On the one hand
there is increasing demand for healthcare provision and on the other hand
budgets are tightening. That clearly
creates pressure as a result of which
healthcare providers are changing their
methods of providing care, in all sorts
of ways such as increased collaborations, increased sharing of images and
data, outsourcing of certain tasks, etc.
However if we at Carestream can continue to be flexible and adapt our product portfolio to support and enable
these changes, I see these challenges
more as opportunities than hurdles.
It’s an exciting time to be with
Carestream.
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Oncology

Image sharing between
pathologists and radiologists
A new system for storing, viewing and sharing digital pathology images has been
introduced by the Swedish company Sectra. The system holds the promise of
enabling more efficient cancer care by enhancing collaboration and sharing of
images between pathologists and radiologists.
Pathology and radiology are at the center of cancer diagnostics and their collective findings are the basis for decisions on
appropriate patient treatment. Both disciplines are highly dependent on adequate clinical information in order to provide accurate and useful reports for the clinician, surgeon, oncologist or
patient. Despite their joint involvement and role in cancer diagnosis, the exchange of information between the two disciplines
is often very limited since radiology and pathology workflows
and their supporting IT-systems are usually completely separate.
Over the last ten years the emergence of new technology
has enabled pathology departments to start digitizing their
work, with the major benefits of such developments lying in the
possibility of being able to implement a much more efficient
workflow.
With more than 20 years’ experience in the medical IT
field and having been a pioneer in the digitization of radiology, the Swedish company Sectra has extensively evaluated pathologists’ experience and has raised the concept of
digital pathology to the next generation.
Fully focussed on the end-user experience and workflow efficiency, the new digital pathology system allows
pathologists to make their diagnoses and reports more
quickly and easily. The system provides a platform where
images from different hardware vendors can be viewed
and archived, and where histology or cytology images can
be shown together with macro images. In addition the new
system guarantees full case overview including integration
with other image systems, enabling access to, for example
radiology or dermatology data and images in the same
workstation.
Built-in, proven, mechanisms for high availability and
back-up are provided and an Information Lifecycle Management system supports the efficient use of data storage
– so providing a type of intelligence not available in an isolated workstation. The new solution for digital pathology is
built on the same platform as Sectra’s radiology PACS. The
common technical platform enables closer collaboration
between the two specialties. This is sometimes referred to
as integrated diagnostics and can, for example, facilitate
more efficient multi-disciplinary team meetings.
With the new solution, pathologists can review cases
digitally on a computer screen, enabling them effectively
to replace the microscope. The digital format provides the
pathologists with new tools and also allows samples to be
30
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Sectra’s new system for digital pathology is built on the same platform as the
company’s radiology PACS. The common technical platform enables closer collaboration between the two disciplines of pathology and radiology, facilitating,
for example, more efficient multi-disciplinary team meetings.
In detail, the Digital Pathology Workstation, IDS7/px, consists of a dedicated image
window for pathology images and the company’s regular IDS7 information window.
This includes worklists, full patient information, and the possibility to access images
from other specialties such as mammography, radiology and dermatology. There is
a reporting window with support for speech recognition. The possibility of accessing different types of images, such as those from pathology and radiology on the
same workstation is especially useful for multidisciplinary teams (MDT) meetings.
The image window supports the pathologist during the review and preparation of
MDTs. For example it contains tools for text annotations and distance and area
measurements. Images from the same block are registered as such and if similar
enough they are automatically synchronized by the software, thus enabling efficient
comparison of the same structure stained with different techniques.

sent easily to other pathologists to share the workload or
for specialist consultations, thereby facilitating quicker and
more accurate diagnosis.
“Many pathology departments stand on the threshold of
adopting digital pathology which can enable them to benefit
from major performance and financial gains and quality
improvements throughout the whole cancer care chain. With
our 20 years’ experience in the medical IT field and having
been a pioneer in the digitization of radiology, Sectra can
help pathology departments fully experience the benefits of
digitization,” said Marie Ekström, President of Sectra Imaging IT Solutions and Executive Vice President of Sectra AB.
Sectra
Stockholm , Sweden,
www.sectra.com
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Reaction of pathologists to the use of a digital
pathology system: results of questionnaires
and experience of pilot studies
Prior to the launch of their new digital pathology
solution, Sectra set up several pilot installations for the
evaluation of the performance of the new system and
to collect hard evidence by means of which the real
benefits of implementing digital pathology could be
measured. During the pilot studies, pathologists used
Sectra’s Digital Pathology Solution for review of digital
pathology images in the course of their daily work. Surveys and questionnaires were carried out at the beginning and end of each pilot study to assess each pathologist’s perception of the new digital system as opposed to
the use of the conventional microscopy approach [1] .
The principal conclusions are presented below:

Digital pathology is faster than
conventional microscopy

Pathologists considered that digital review allowed
them to be just as fast — or faster — than when
they used conventional microscopy. In the survey carried out at the beginning of the study a
single respondent disagreed with the statement
that digital pathology was faster than microscopy
but changed his opinion to “neither agree nor disagree” in the survey at the end of the study, suggesting that there was a learning experience, at least for
this individual, after starting to use digital review.
Answers to the question as to exactly why the pathologists thought digital review faster included “easier to
compare images, reduced glass handling, better overview”. A minor but frequent comment was “no need to
remove spectacles”.

Reviewing digitally is less
strenuous physically (especially regarding neck strain), than when using
the microscope

Overall, pathologists found that digital review was
less strenuous for the neck than when they used the
microscope. As in the previous question one respondent disagreed at the beginning, but changed opinion
in the end survey to agree.
A recently published report from a study in Kalmar, Sweden carried out over the period 2006 - 2013
and involving over 500,000 slides concluded that
large-scale digitization in clinical routine diagnostics
is possible today and that the key driver behind the
early digitization of digital pathology in the Kalmar
hospital was ergonomics [2]. The data from the surveys of the Sectra pilots studies are in agreement.
MAY / JUNE 2015
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Digital review is more convenient than the
microscope

Responses to questions regarding the overall convenience
of digital review as opposed to microscopy [Figure 1] show
conclusively that the pathologists found digital review to
be more convenient than the microscope. No pathologist
thought that the use of the microscope was more convenient.
The interaction device in the new digital system was
also crucial for the creation of a convenient and efficient
workstation. All pathologists in the pilots studies used a
3D mouse together with a regular mouse and a keyboard
to measure, pan, zoom, annotate, etc. A recently-published
paper [3] confirmed that the 3D mouse was the most
appropriate interaction device in digital pathology.

Conclusion

Many pathology departments are on the brink of deciding to digitize their processes. There is an understandable
need for hard evidence and proof of the benefits of such
a move. In this, successful reference stories play a key role
in the evaluation of whole slide imaging (WSI) studies.
Sectra performed a number of pilot studies during 2014,
the results of which have made it possible to draw important conclusions as to how digital pathology is perceived
when implemented into the daily review workflow. Overall,
pathologists feel that with digital review they can work
more efficiently, that the new approach is less strenuous
physically and generally more convenient.
Although in the survey a majority of the responses showed
neither more nor less “confidence” with the digital review, a
key remaining challenge is to make the pathologists actually
feel more “confident” with the digital review than with the
microscope.
It is of course understandable that a pathologist who
has used a microscope every working day of his professional life will not immediately feel as confident with a
completely new tool. A learning curve is involved.
Such a situation is reminiscent of the hesitation of
some radiologists at the transition from film-based
radiology to the by-now well established processes of
digital radiology.
References :
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ECR review
By Greg Freiherr

Efforts to improve patient welfare,
enhance value dominate ECR 2015

P

atient concerns, efficiency and expanding clinical
applications headlined vendor offerings and scientific presentations at the 2015 European Congress
of Radiology. Patient issues, particularly the need for
increased comfort and minimized patient radiation dose, were
a unifying theme among many new products. Underlying
those products was vendor recognition of the increasing need
for efficiency and effectiveness. These were achieved through
automation or simplified function, as well as technological
innovation that extended the clinical reach of the modality.
Held in March, ECR 2015 drew 19,569 attendees and
industry representatives to Vienna, according to the Congress. Even more took in the experience, as the ECR broadcast
“nearly every lecture” via live web streams to an additional
5,971 viewers.
Dual-energy and spectral CT assumed a high profile in
lectures and on the exhibit floor. Speakers presented evidence
that, compared with conventional CT, dual-energy and spectral CT can better distinguish tissues, as well as urinary stones;
improve the detection of brain infarcts in stroke patients;
uncover lung cancer lesions by improving contrast-to-noise
ratio, overall image quality, and tumor delineation; identify
calcium-based plaques, even in the presence of iodinated
contrast agents; and reduce artifacts due to beam hardening. Dual-energy and spectral CT can also be harnessed to
reduce patient radiation dose by reconstructing a “virtual noncontrast CT image” from the contrast enhanced image. This
is done by filtering out the data associated with iodine in the
contrast medium, thereby eliminating the need for a second
CT scan.
Vendors added detail to their offerings in this advanced
form of CT, falling into either of two camps, one leveraging the
x-ray tube, the other the detector. Siemens Somatom Definition Edge, an updated version of Siemens’ single-tube design,
uses rapid kVp switching technology to create x-ray beams
of two distinct energies from a single tube. The company’s
Somatom Force and Somatom Definition Flash follow a more
traditional path in dual-energy CT, using two separate x-ray
tubes with matched detectors arranged perpendicular to each
other to produce X ray beams at different energies.
GE and Philips promoted a different kind of energyselective CT. Rather than delivering two x-ray beams each
at a different energy, their detectors distinguish photons
of different energies in a polychromatic x-ray beam. SpeThe author
Greg Freiherr is head of the US-based firm, the Freiherr
group,
which
specializes
in
corporate
consulting and editorial services for the medical imaging industry
email: greg.freiherr@gmail.com
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cifically, the GE Revolution and Philips IQon fire conventional x-ray beams into advanced detectors that record the
different energies of photons. GE describes its approach
as “dual-energy spectral CT”, made possible by its detector using “rapid kV switching to acquire the dual-energy
samples.” Philips uses “dual-energy filters,” according to
the company.
The detector-based approach should have an advantage
in that it is not limited to two energies, according to Hugo
Bouchard, Ph.D., senior research scientist at the National
Physical Laboratory (NPL) in the UK. “But no one has yet
shown the benefits of one energy-selective CT method over
the other,” Bouchard said, “likely because the technologies are
too recent.”
Although the concept of energy-selective CT (ESCT) goes
back to the 1970s, commercial products with this capability
are less than a decade old. Evidence is accumulating, however,
that ESCT is clinically advantageous, regardless of the means
by which it is performed.
In addition to such advanced forms of CT, vendors continue to expand offerings in the economic sweet spot of the
modality – 16-slice CT – which has become the workhorse
of this modality and a kind of high-performance, entry level
product. Exemplifying that trend, Toshiba introduced at ECR
2015 its Aquilion Lightning, a 16-row CT. The new product
includes fourth generation fast iterative reconstruction, called

Using the Philips IQon CT, spectral imaging is applied to analyze a renal cyst
found on a contrast-enhanced conventional scan of the abdomen (large image
top). Data recorded by IQon about the region of interest are reconstructed in
four panels (bottom left to right): the conventional image; a virtual non-contrast
Image; an image showing iodine enhancement without water; and Effective Z,
which color codes tissue according to their effective atomic number. The virtual
non-contrast image identifies the cyst as hemorrhagic and likely benign. The
iodine enhancement image shows a lack of iodine uptake by the cyst. The
orange color in the Effective Z image confirms the presence of blood in the cyst.
Images courtesy of Philips and the University Hospital Case Western Reserve
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A dual-energy pulmonary embolism assessment, performed on Siemens’ dual-source
Somatom Force CT, shows perfused blood volume in the lung. Color-coding was
achieved using syngo.CT Lung Analysis. Image courtesy of Siemens

AIDR 3D Enhanced, and the company’s new PUREViSION detector, which is designed to minimize patient radiation dose.
Patient care and economics. Philips offered examples of how
its products can enhance patient experience while providing economic benefits to customers. Leading the charge in this at the latest
ECR was Philips’ new MRI scanner, Ingenia 1.5T S. The high-field
cylindrical scanner promotes efficiency by automating patient set
up, while enhancing patient comfort through visual and audio
distractions.
Faster exams and reduced patient anxiety translate into
less patient movement, resulting in fewer motion artifacts,
and ultimately higher quality scan results, according to Gene
Saragnese, Philips CEO, Imaging System. Toward that end,
patients can personalize their experience by selecting a visual
theme that fills the room with colorful video image, combined
with relaxing audio.
“There is no more uncomfortable time in your life than when
you might not be sure what is wrong with you or your young
child,” Saragnese said. “The visual experiences we have created are
calming and the patient who can stay still gives better results. The
patient won’t have to come back; you’re not going to waste imaging
slots; and you are going to get answers more rapidly.”

Colorful video, combined with relaxing audio, distract and calm pediatric patients as they
prepare for an MR scan on Philips’ new Ingenia 1.5T S.
Image courtesy of Philips
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Few products exemplify patient concern better than Hitachi’s
high-field open MRI scanner. After a three-year hiatus from the
European marketplace, the 1.2T Oasis returned this year at ECR,
featuring improved software and hardware designed to deliver
images comparable to those of 1.5T cylindrical systems.
Enhanced processing power drives new features that optimize workflow and minimize costs, according to the company,
just as the scanner’s trademark openness relieves patient discomfort often associated with being inside cylindrical systems.
Offset supports on either side of the double-disk, top-and-bottom magnet offer patients viewing angles over a 270-degree
expanse, while an extra wide table holds bariatric patients
weighing up to 300 kg (661 pounds).
“Oasis is the ‘patient’s magnet’, the patients love it,” said Renata
Krawczyk, Hitachi application manager. “They will go into the
scanner with unobstructed view; columns are asymmetrical so
they can always look out.”
Also open is Esaote’s low-field G-Scan Brio MR scanner, an
upgrade of which was shown at this year’s European Congress.
Software updates and new hardware features, built into the Evolution’15 upgrade, reduce image acquisition and reconstruction
times by as much as 50. Weight-bearing scans of the spine can
be done in ten minutes on the 0.25T scanner. New algorithms, a
graphic processing unit, and metal artifact reduction allow better
evaluation of prostheses, according to the company, by reducing
field inhomogeneity.
Bayer launched a new power injector of MR contrast, one
that promises improved workflow efficiency and accurate dose
injection data. The MEDRAD MRXperion Injection System, CE
marked for sale in Europe, is the first such injector to combine
eGFR (estimated glomerular filtration rate) and weight-based dosing calculators at the point-of-care, according to the company. It
is also the first injector capable of transmitting injection data to
Bayer’s Radimetrics Enterprise Platform, which tracks protocols.
Radimetrics promises to increase consistency and efficiency,
while providing patients with personalized care. Part of that mission is to track and reduce patient radiation dose.
Reining in radiation.

Vendors at ECR 2015 offered an abundance of technological aids
for minimizing patient exposure. Bayer’s Radimetrics promises to
do so by improving the consistency of imaging exams; alerting
physicians to patients who are accumulating dangerously high
levels of radiation dose; and by tracking the utilization of scanners,
providing the information that administrators need to maximize
patient throughput.
Among the first major vendors to propose technologies for
tracking and, ultimately, regulating patient exposure to radiation,
GE again showcased at ECR 2015 its web-based dose monitoring software, DoseWatch. This software now tracks and reports
radiation dose from imaging devices and PACS at hundreds of
hospitals and clinics across Europe, according to the company.
GE underscored the value of DoseWatch and dose minimization
in a workshop during which luminaries described how they had
mitigated patient exposure in their practices.
Agfa Healthcare showcased its new software, part of its
MUSICA image processing, for its ability to minimize radiation
dose for newborns. MUSICA for Neonatal limits radiation exposure by increasing image quality for soft bone, lung and abdominal
tissue, according to the company. This leads to fewer images, which
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(European Excellence in Education) session, in which Lale Umutlu
from University Hospital in Essen, Germany, cited the significant
reduction in ionizing radiation possible with PET/MR versus PET/
CT. Consequently, PET/MR has particular importance in pediatric
imaging, Umutlu said, as well as in monitoring therapy.
Alberto Cuocolo, Carmela Nappi and Roberta Assante from
the University Federico II in Naples, Italy, described major hurdles
that PET/MR must overcome if it is to enter mainstream imaging.
Among them is overcoming cardiac and respiratory motions that
erode MR image resolution. Another is correcting PET data for
attenuation. Replacing CT with MR reduces the total radiation
dose associated with PET/CT studies. But the lack of an electron
density map compromises PET data attenuation correction, the
Italian presenters noted.
Expansion of Molecular Imaging.
An afternoon symposium at ECR 2015 detailed the benefits of breast cancer screening
with tomosynthesis and full-field digital mammography, demonstrating how FFDM and
tomo together can find more cancers than FFDM alone.Image courtesy of Hologic

reduces the overall amount of radiation dose to the patient.
In radiography, Carestream Health unveiled a sleek new design
for its digital radiography platform, along with software and hardware enhancements. The company’s DRX-Evolution Plus features
LED lighting for enhanced functionality and aesthetics, a new
high-performance generator, and an extended tube column to
allow more flexibility in rooms with high ceilings. Buyers have the
option to include a table capable of supporting patients weighing 320 kg (more than 700 pounds). Advanced features include
the ability to angle the wall stand Bucky in ways that expedite
cross table and other complex X-ray exams; pediatric settings that
accommodate seven body types; bone suppression software; and
IHE Dose reporting.
Ultrasound and MRI are the only mainstream imaging modalities that do not expose patients to ionizing radiation. In ultrasound,
a new entrant, Carestream Health, showed its innovative Touch
ultrasound scanner, featuring an all-touch console. The new design,
first shown several months earlier at the RSNA meeting in Chicago,
will eventually extend through a family of scanners, including
super-premium and premium versions, ones designed for physician offices and the emergency room, and point-of-care scanning.
GE unveiled a mid-range scanner at ECR 2015, its LOGIQ P9,
featuring a large monitor, customizable touchscreen and simplified
console design, as well as a comprehensive package for Chronic
Liver Disease management. The liver package includes 2D Shear
Wave Elastography, contrast-enhanced US, 3D/4D and Volume
Navigation.
GE, Siemens and Philips are leveraging MRI to cut patient
radiation dose, using this modality in place of CT in MR/PET
scanners. At the RSNA meeting three months earlier, GE unveiled
its first PET/MR, joining its two rivals, which displayed similar
hybrids four years ago. GE’s Signa PET/MR is designed to acquire
MR at 3T and time-of-flight PET simultaneously.
Siemens’ Biograph mMR integrates the two modalities in a
single scanner, but does not provide TOF. Philips’ Ingenuity TF
PET/MR offers TOF but does not integrate the two modalities,
instead using a patient turntable positioned between separate MR
and PET scanners
At ECR 2015, MR’s hybridization with PET was addressed
less in the constrained space on the exhibit floor than in an E3
MAY / JUNE 2015
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Presenters at ECR drew attention to the expanding reach of molecular imaging. Marion Smits at the University Medical Centre in
Rotterdam, The Netherlands, described molecular and genetic
abnormalities of brain tumors, explaining how these abnormalities can influence patient outcome and treatment response. Anne
G. Osborn at the University of Utah Medical Center in Salt Lake
City, Utah, USA, took the idea a step further, arguing that molecular
profiling is already revolutionizing oncology by allowing molecular
classification of brain tumors. This raises the possibility, she said,
that imaging findings could serve as preoperative surrogate markers for some common brain neoplasms.
In mammography, GE and Hologic continued their competition in digital tomosynthesis. The two have been in the European
marketplace for years, Hologic with its Selenia Dimension (CE
Marked in October 2008) and GE with its SenoClaire (CE Marked
in July 2013. Hologic sought an edge with clinical evidence of its
Selenia Dimensions’ clinical efficacy, trumpeted during an afternoon symposium featuring Sarah Friedewald, the lead author of a
June 25, 2014 JAMA paper detailing the benefits for breast cancer
screening of combining tomosynthesis with full-field digital mammography (FFDM).
Friedewald, who recently joined Northwestern University as
Division Chief of the Breast & Women’s Imaging faculty, summarized findings from the study, which covered 450,000 examinations performed at 13 sites. She concluded that FFDM and tomo
together found more cancers and led to fewer patient recalls.
“The message that we want to be sure people realize is the
power of this technology,” she said. “We are going to be making a
difference in women’s lives not only by finding more cancers but
decreasing that anxiety about unnecessary testing.”
Attesting to the continuing interest in efficiency and patient
concerns, Siemens featured its Mammomat Fusion, a premium
mammography system that the company says is made for everyday
screening and diagnostics. Mammomat Fusion features a one-click,
automated workflow and a high-resolution dose-efficient detector.
Carestream Health launched an enhanced version of its digital
breast tomosynthesis module. The upgrade is designed to allow
adjustments in slab thickness so as to better visualize calcifications. It may also improve workflow capabilities and the display
of DICOM-compliant 2D synthetic views generated from the 3D
dataset. The new slabbing tool combines slices of a tomo series,
while allowing the user to choose different rendition modes and
slab thicknesses. This capability can decrease reading time by
helping to visualize calcifications.
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Nuclear Medicine

Detection of Small Lesions Using a
State-of-the-Art TOF PET/CT System
and Small-Voxel Reconstruction
A major challenge of 18F-fluoro-deoxyglucose positron emission tomography
(FDG-PET) is the reliable detection of small lesions of less than 5-10 mm and the
accurate measurement of an uptake value in such lesions. These issues can make
the decision-making process for appropriate therapy and follow-up difficult. A recently
published paper from the Isala Hospital in Zwolle, The Netherlands, describes a
study whose aim was to determine the impact of a small-voxel reconstruction on
the detectability of small lesions using a state-of-the-art TOF PET/CT device [1]. The
results show that for small lesion detection with FDG-PET, in the vast majority of
cases physicians prefer small 2 mm voxel image reconstruction in a system using
time-of-flight technology, such as available on the Philips Ingenuity TF PET/CT
Hospital-industry partnership

Situated in the city of Zwolle in the central belt of The Netherlands, the Isala hospital is one of the largest non-academic
hospitals in the country and offers general care services as
well as top-level specialisation in cardiology, oncology, and
other fields. The hospital recently entered into a collaborative
partnership with Philips to further improve its overall patient
care and the accuracy of diagnostic imaging. A key reason
for choosing Philips for this partnership was the access that
Isala’s clinicians could gain to the latest research and technological developments which could be of significant help for
their medical imaging programs. As part of this agreement,
the Nuclear Medicine department in Isala has been using a
Philips Ingenuity TF PET/CT system for almost two years.
The Nuclear Medicine department at Isala carries out about
14 PET/CT exams a day, among which there are many lung
cancer cases.
increasing SUV and SNR for small lesion detection

Whole-body 18F-FDG PET integrated with CT is a widely
used imaging modality for primary tumor analysis and mediastinal lymph node staging in patients with non–small cell
and small cell lung cancer [1]
However conventional PET/CT technologies have limited
spatial resolution and relatively large image voxels (approximately 4 mm) which increase the impact of the partial
volume effect (PVE) in PET images containing small lesions.
One approach for improved imaging of small lesions is to
increase the image contrast (i.e. increasing the signal to noise
ratio, SNR) as well as to increase the spatial resolution of
images by using smaller voxels for the image reconstruction.
The technology in the Ingenuity TF time-of-flight system
from Philips provides enhanced lesion contrast and small
voxel reconstruction that can improve spatial resolution to
36
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With a total of more than 108 000 sq. metre floor space the Isala Hospital in
Zwolle, The Netherlands is one of the largest in the country.

support the assessment of small lesions. One aim of the
recently published article [1] was to evaluate this technology
in a clinical practice environment
Improving diagnostic confidence and Reducing
waiting lists

The Nuclear Medicine department at Isala chose the Ingenuity TF system not only to improve the diagnostic confidence in their FDG-PET scans but also min attempt to
shorten the lengthening waiting lists. The system delivers high-resolution reconstructions of 2 mm voxels very
quickly compared to conventional PET/CT technologies
thanks to the proven Time-of-Flight (TOF) technology.
TOF improves contrast by up to 30% compared to nonTOF systems and improves the signal-to-noise ratio, resulting in high image quality, increased speed, and enhanced
accuracy. A whole body scan with a 2 mm high-resolution
reconstruction can now be done much faster than scans of
smaller areas on previous systems. The number of exams
being carried out in the Isala hospital per day is now
steadily increasing.
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Case example: lesion on adrenal gland

TABLE1 The use of the small voxel (2 mm) reconstruction system resulted in a
significant increase in SUV and SNR, particularly in small lesions.

Study results show preference for 2 mm voxel
image reconstruction

The results of the recent study [1] showed clear physician preference for the use of 2 mm voxel reconstruction on the Ingenuity
TF PET/CT system to detect small lesions in FDG-PET exams.
In the study, FDG PET scans of two image-quality phantoms
(sphere sizes 4-37 mm) were analyzed as well as 39 consecutive patients with lung cancer. When using a small 2 mm voxel
reconstruction, there was a significant increase in SUV and
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) for small lesions [Table 1] The
clinicians in the study preferred the small voxel reconstructions
in 76% of the cases.

FIGURE 3.
Left Panel.
The images produced by the 4 mm voxel reconstruction shows no enlargement of the
adrenal gland in CT and a slightly increased FDG uptake. The gland was considered
benign and combined chemotherapy was initiated.
Right Panel
The 2 mm voxel reconstruction showed a higher SUVmax and a higher contrast despite
increased noise. The gland was considered suspicious and likely to be metastatic.

mETASTATIC ADRENAL GLAND

The clinicians at Isala also recently published a case study
that reported the results of an examination of a 68 year-old
woman suspected of lung cancer, who underwent a whole
Case examples: lung lesions

body FDG-PET scan [2]. The results are shown below[ Figure
3,]. At initial evaluation, using 4 mm voxels, the combination
of low FDG uptake and normal size led to a most likely benign
diagnosis and neo-adjuvant chemotherapy was started. At
later assessment, however, now using 2 mm reconstructions,
the lesion was much more suspicious and was considered
metastatic, in keeping with the appearance of bone metastases. If 2 mm voxels had been used at initial evaluation,
management would have been different.
Conclusion

FIGURE 1. 18F-FDG PET images using standard voxel reconstruction (A) and small
voxel reconstruction (B). The lesion in the left lung (volume 0.68 mL) had a SUVmax
of 2.6 using standard voxel reconstruction; this increased by 54% to 4.0 using small
voxel reconstruction. The SNRmax increased by 115% (from 3.1 to 6.6). The Regions
of Interest (ROI) used for background measurement are shown by the black circles.

A

Koopman et al [1,2] conclude that the detection of small lesions
using 18F-FDG PET is improved using small voxel reconstructions on a state-of-the-art TOF PET/CT system. New (probably
higher) cutoffs and lesion-to-background values will need to be
defined, to distinguish benign from malignant small lesions when
using small-voxel reconstructions on state-of-the-art TOF PET/
CT devices.
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More information
FIGURE 2. F-FDG PET images with standard voxel reconstruction (A) and small
voxel reconstruction (B). The SUVmax of the lesion in the right hilar region (volume 0.50
mL) was measured at 3.0 using standard voxel reconstruction, but was increased by
45% to 4.4 using small voxel reconstruction (black arrow). The SNRmax increased by
77% (from 9.8 to 13.3)
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The studies described above were carried out on a Philips Ingenuity TF PET/CT scanners. More information on these scanners is available at
http://www.healthcare.philips.com/main/products/nuclearmedicine/products/pet/
The statements described herein are based on results with Philips Ingenuity TF PET/
CT scanner that were achieved in the hospital’s unique setting. Since there is no ‘typical’ hospital and many variables exist, there can be no guarantee that other hospitals
will achieve the same results.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Siemens gets FDA OK
for breast tomo

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) has approved Siemen’ Inspiration
with Tomosynthesis Option – the breast
tomosynthesis add-on option for Siemens
MAMMOMAT Inspiration digital mammography platform. In a recent study
involving 22 readers with a broad range of
reading experience, Siemens demonstrated
that all readers improved their accuracy in
detecting and diagnosing cancers when
reading digital breast tomosynthesis as
an adjunct to full-field digital mammography. In tomosynthesis mode, the X-ray
tube rotates in a circular motion around
the breast to acquire an image every two
degrees while moving through an angular range of 50 degrees. The resulting 25
projections are reconstructed as threedimensional (3D) digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) images.. Tomosynthesis
thus acquires several breast projections
from different angles and uses raw data to
generate a 3D volume set. Using this data
set, clinicians can better analyze the type
and size of breast lesions as well as microcalcifications compared to other forms
of mammography. Breast tomosynthesis increases mammography’s sensitivity
and specificity, in addition to improving
efforts to differentiate and classify breast
tumors. Clinical data have demonstrated
that the addition of Siemens’ digital breast
tomosynthesis to a patient’s traditional 2D
digital mammogram increases detection
of breast tumors. The Siemens system is
already in use in Europe and is now the
third company (after Hologic and GE) to
have FDA approval in the USA.
Siemens
Erlangen,. Germany
www.siemens.com.
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Merge Acquires DR Systems.
Merge Healthcare, a leading provider
of health information systems for
medical imaging, interoperability, and
communication, announced that it has
recently acquired DR Systems, a privately held San Diego-based company
with a strong reputation for customer
satisfaction in medical imaging information systems. The combined entities provide a broad array of healthcare information technology products.
According to recently released KLAS
Research ratings, the new business will
rank #1 in the USA in cardiovascular

information systems, #1 in hemodynamics monitoring and #1 in radiology information systems. “
Merge Healthcare
Chicago, IL, USA
www.merge.com

Agfa and Hitachi create strategic alliance for the US market

Agfa announced today that it has
entered into a sales and marketing
agreement with Hitachi Medical Systems whereby Hitachi will promote
Agfa HealthCare’s complete portfolio of Direct Radiography (DR) and
Computed Radiography (CR) solutions to its large and growing community of MRI and CT customers in
the United States, including hospi-

tals, imaging centers and orthopedic
clinics. Agfa HealthCare’s service and
applications organization will provide
all support services, giving Hitachi
customers access to Agfa HealthCare’s
team of specialists for optimal customer satisfaction. Agfa HealthCare’s
DR solutions, when used with the
patented MUSICA image processing
and Cesium Iodide (CsI) detectors,
allow dose reductions of up to 60%,
compared to conventional CR and DR
technologies, giving health care providers more control over dose management during each X-ray exam. In
addition, MUSICA software brings
multi-scaled image processing to a
new level by showing excellent detail
in low noise images that allow customers to consistently capture images with
market-leading image quality
“This strategic alliance with Agfa
HealthCare will expand Hitachi’s
radiology product portfolio in the
U.S. into a more comprehensive offering of imaging technologies, including
MRI, CT, Ultrasound (through Hitachi
Aloka Medical America) and now DR
and CR, which will allow us to further
leverage our current sales and marketing activities, while better servicing
the wide ranging needs of our customers. The impressive dose reduction, image quality and throughput of
Agfa HealthCare’s DR and CR products and their commitment to operational excellence convinced us they are
the ideal solution provider to further
expand our product offerings to our
customers,” commented Don Broomfield, CEO and President, Hitachi.
Agfa Healthcare
Mortsel, Belgium
www.agfahealthcare.com

Philips appoints new head of
global imaging businesses

Philips have announced the appointment
of Mr. Robert Cascella to lead the company’s multi-billion euro cluster of imaging
businesses in the rapidly transforming
global healthcare industry, in particular in the areas of integrated diagnostic
imaging and image-guided minimally
invasive therapy solutions. Cascella succeeds Gene Saragnese, who has decided
D I
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to retire from
Philips as of May
1, 2015.
Mr. Cascella
joins Philips with
over thirty years
of experience in
the healthcare
industry.He spent
the previous ten
years at Hologic
The new head of Philips’ where he held the
imaging business, Robert
position of PresiCascella has more than
30 years experence in the dent and later
CEO. During this
healthcare industry.
period, Hologic
broadly diversified its product portfolio
and substantially grew revenues through
a combination of innovative product
development and acquisitions, as well as
the establishment of exceptionally strong
customer relationships.
Advanced diagnostic imaging and
image-guided minimally invasive
therapies, supported by integrated
clinical informatics, are among the
pillars of modern healthcare. In his
new role, Mr. Cascella will be the
CEO of the Business Group Diagnostic Imaging (MRI, CT, PET and
X-Ray), while also overseeing the
other two Business Groups in the
cluster of Imaging businesses: ImageGuided Therapy, which includes the
recently acquired Volcano business,
and Ultrasound. Mr. Cascella will be
based in Andover and Amsterdam
and will report directly to Frans van
Houten, CEO of Royal Philips.
Philips,
Eindhoven ,.The Netherlands
www.healthcare.philips.com

ContextVision Signs Agreement
with Major MRI company

ContextVision, the provider of medical image processing software, has
signed an agreement for yet another
long-term contract with an as yet
unnamed major MRI company in the
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high-end market segment. This contract strengthens ContextVision’s position in the MRI sector as the company
gains global MRI market-share. Image
quality is required for clinical accuracy, however it is still a challenge for
MRI manufacturers around the world.
The new customer will upgrade their
future range of products with ContextVision’s GOPView MRI2plus which
provides higher contrast between
white and gray matter in brain scans
— particularly challenging in MRI.
The system uses advanced inhomogeneity compensation to obtain a
homogeneous intensity throughout
the whole image for better image quality. Additionally, GOPView MRI2Plus
is optimized for high field units and
provides excellent noise reduction and
soft tissue differentiation.
Context Vision
Stockholm, Sweden
www.contextvision.com.

Hitachi to distribute iVu’s
Breast Ultrasound Scanner
Hitachi Aloka Medical and iVu Imaging
Corporation based in Dallas, TX USA
announced the signing of an agreement
making Hitachi Aloka. the exclusive
global distributor of iVu’s SOFIA system, an automated whole breast ultrasound scanner designed to enable earlier detection of breast cancer in women
with mammographically dense breasts.
The agreement represents an expansion
of the relationship between the companies based on the early success they have
achieved in North America. “This agreement represents a dramatic acceleration
of our ability to meet customer needs on
a global basis and fills a need for both
companies,” explained Mark Stribling,
CEO of iVu. “iVu gains an expanded sales
channel and Hitachi Aloka Medical, Ltd.
adds a solution to address a market that
I believe is poised for significant growth
over the next several years.”
Mr. Stribling went on to explain that the
two companies have also found technological synergy that improves SOFIA’s performance.“By integrating Hitachi Aloka Medical’s transducer technology into SOFIA,
we have been able to overcome what is the
single most limiting factor for the adoption
of whole breast ultrasound: acquisition and
D I
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interpretation times.” Stribling said that this
product change allows the acquisition of an
entire breast volume in 52 seconds and an
average image interpretation time of less
than two minutes per case.
iVu Imaging,
Grapevine, Tx USA
www.ivuimaging.com
HItachi ALOKA MEDICAL, LTD.,
JAPAN
www.hitachi-aloka.com
HItachi MEDICAL SYSTEMS EUROPE
HOLDING AG, Switzerland
www.hitachi-medical-systems.com

Prestigious Swedish medical
university invests in visualization table for interactive medical training

One of the world’s leading medical
universities, Sweden’s prestigious
Karolinska Institutet (KI) is to introduce Sectra’s interactive visualization
table into its anatomy training courses.
By interacting with 3D images of
actual patient cases, students gain an
enhanced understanding of the body’s
anatomy and functions, the variation
between individuals and better knowledge of more unusual diseases during
their training. KI has chosen to link
its table to Sectra’s training portal, a
unique concept for sharing patient
cases and knowledge with other seats
of learning around the world that use
Sectra’s table.
MAY / JUNE 2015

Volpara Breast Density
systems now installed in 31
Countries

In Sweden, KI accounts for slightly
more than 40 percent of academic
medical research and has the largest offering of medical training. KI
will use Sectra’s table in all training
programs that involve anatomy training, such as medicine, dentistry, psychology, physiotherapy, biomedicine,
dental hygiene, speech therapy, ophthalmology and midwifery programs.
One thousand six hundred students
are taught anatomy each year at the
Karolinska.
With the interactive visualization table,
students gain access to a multitude of
actual patient cases, which means, for
example, that they can study anatomic
variations and disease progression in
many different individuals. Another
advantage of the table is that the students can repeat their virtual autopsies
and dissections again and again.
Sectra’s interactive table is used to
train medical care staff and veterinaries in more than 20 countries in
Europe, North America, the Middle
East and Southeast Asia.
Sectra’s visualization table is a large
touch screen with an image viewing
program. The 3D images are taken by
modern computer tomography and
magnetic resonance cameras. The students can simply zoom in, rotate or
cut into the visualized body without
using a scalpel or destroying the body.
Accordingly, the same images can be
used again and again, and the students
can, for example, study the impact of
various diseases on the anatomy in a
manner that was previously impossible in training.
Sectra,
Stockholm, Sweden,
www.sectra.com
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Demonstrating the growing adoption of
volumetric breast density and quantitative breast imaging tools, Volpara Solutions have recently announced the installation of VolparaDensity in Belgium. With
new installations also recently completed
in Canada, Turkey, Korea, Japan and the
United Kingdom, Volpara’s technology is
now in use in 31 countries. More than
4-million women have had their breast
density analyzed using VolparaDensity.
“We’ve been using Volpara at our imaging clinic for the past nine months and
we have full confidence in Volpara’s automated, volumetric density assessments of
our patients’ mammograms. My staff have
been very pleased with Volpara’s ease of
installation and simplicity of operation,”
noted Dr Francis Cuigniez of Ghent,

Belgium. “Additionally, Volpara has been
integrated with our RIS to automatically
include breast density scores into the
results report that is shared with patients
and their referring physicians.”
According to Dr Cuigniez, who participates in the official screening program
organized by the Flemish Health System
offering free mammograms on a biennial
basis, “we counsel patients whose breast
density scores fall within the ACR Breast
Density Categories of “C” and “D” about
their increased risk of breast cancer and
recommend they talk with their doctors
about the possible need for additional
imaging, such as ultrasound. In the future,
I believe it’s conceivable that reimbursement for adjunctive ultrasound will only
be approved for patients who have very
dense breasts. Having Volpara installed
helps us to establish future billing profiles
and justifications for additional imaging
procedures,” Dr Cuigniez added.
Volpara Density is cleared by all the
D I
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main regulatory bodies such as the FDA,
HealthCanada, the TGA and the system
is CE-marked. Generating data that correlate tightly with breast MR assessments,
VolparaDensity is a reliable tool that automatically provides an objective measurement of volumetric breast density correlated to the breast composition categories
ofteh American College of Radiology
(ACR)
Volpara Solutions,
Wellington, New Zealand
http://volparasolutions.com/

IBA and Toshiba collaborate on
advanced particle therapies

Early April, Ion Beam apllications (IBA)
and Toshiba Medical systems announced
the signing of a global collaboration to
expand access to advanced particle therapy worldwide. Toshiba will become the
distributor in Japan for ProteusONE, IBA’s
compact single-room proton therapy
solution, and IBA will become the agent
for Toshiba’s Carbon Therapy Solutions
outside Japan.
Proton Therapy is considered an advanced
and targeted cancer radiotherapy treatment due to its superior dose distribution
and fewer side effects. Protons deposit the
majority of their effective energy within a
precisely controlled range, directly within
the tumor, sparing healthy surrounding
tissue. Higher doses can be delivered to

the tumor without increasing the risk of
side effects and long-term complications.
Carbon ions not only have similar physical
characteristics as protons, they have also a
higher radiobiological effect compared to
photons and protons, which could lead to
shorter treatment courses
IBA
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium
www.iba-worldwide.com/
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CLINICALIMAGING
29 JUNE - 1 JULY 2015 ACC LIVERPOOL
UKRC 2015 PROGRAMME

The UKRC programme once again brings together an
impressive and diverse range of high-profile speakers,
keynote and ‘state of the art’ lectures from the UK,
Europe, North America and the Far East. The 3 day
event offers 8 specialist streams; eponymous lectures
from SCOR, IPEM and BIR; interactive voting; OsiriX
workstations and FRCR VIVA tutorials, along with
exciting new features for 2015.
Along with interactive and informative sessions in a
range of presentation styles, this event is less than
2 months post a UK general election, therefore our

plenary sessions will also address the key controversial
questions and provide a glimpse of the future and
ideas on evolving practice.
The exhibition complements the main programme,
bringing the top companies in the industry to
showcase the latest developments and technical
updates; a full programme of satellite sessions; CPD
NOW education on the stands; poster displays, ePoster
consoles and much more, making this the largest
clinical imaging exhibition in the UK.

There is truly something for everyone at UKRC 2015!
Attend UKRC 2015 at 2014 prices and register before 30 April 2015 for great earlybird rates.
Take advantage of a further 10% discount for a group of 5 delegates from a single department.

HIGHLIGHTS
Inspiring keynote and ‘state of the art’ lectures:
• Internationally renowned speaker Prof Sir Muir Gray who will deliver the opening plenary lecture on
‘From quality to value - population and personalised imaging’.
• Join the Question Time debate! - ‘Is outscourcing the silent killer of the NHS?’ Discussed by a top
panel, including Dr Clive Peedell and Pam Black, taking questions from the audience
• Prof David Townsend who will deliver a plenary session on cutting edge imaging titled ‘PET/CT where
did it come from and where might it be going?’
• One of the inventors of the CT scanner Prof Willi Kalender from the University of Erlnagen,
Germany who will discuss the ‘CT: even faster, even more resolution’.

EXCITING NEW FEATURES FOR 2015

In addition to the streams, interactive workshops and plenary sessions, we aim to evolve the programme based on your feedback – we are delighted
to include these new elements into the programme and exhibition.
Drop-in programme - ‘Know
your Rs from your elbow!’
Informal drop in sessions covering
the basic terminology of PACS, RIS
& VNAs for radiologists.

A giant PACS touchscreen tablet
A giant touchscreen MDT table to look at use for
anatomical teaching, hands-on PACS review and
demonstrations in MDT meetings, pre-operative planning,
medical education and presenting clinical case studies.

A directory of exhibitors by product and/
or service to help you identify organisations
you wish to engage with, along with a
discussion zone for procurement managers
and exhibitors to meet

For all programme updates, view the live interactive programme planner at www.ukrc.org.uk
BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW at www.ukrc.org.uk
Contact us by email: ukrc@profileproductions.co.uk or tel: +44 (0) 203 725 5840

#UKRC2015

The congress app ‘UKRC2015’ will
be available to download closer to
the event, where you can view the
full programme and build your
own event itinerary.

Hospital Focus
Using advanced ultrasound technology to
meet the challenges of pediatric imaging
Located in Heilbronn, Germany, the SLK-Kliniken group comprises four individual hospitals and is one of the largest in
the area. With more than 70.000 patients admitted annually the SLK-Kliniken group provides all general care as well
as specialized, state-of-the-art high technology services. The
perinatal unit clinic has recently installed some new diagnostic ultrasound equipment.
We wanted to find out more about the clinic in general and
the equipment in particular so we spoke to Prof. P. Ruef,
MD, director of the Clinic of Pediatrics and Neonatology in
the SLK-Kliniken hospital group

Prof. Peter Ruef, MD, is director
of the Clinic of Pediatrics and
Neonatology in the SLK-Kliniken
hospital group in Heilbronn,
Germany.

Q. Let’s start at the beginning. Please tell us about

the clinic.
Our Clinic of Pediatrics and Neonatology is in fact
one of the largest pediatric hospitals in Baden-Württemberg, the German Federal state in the south-east
of Germany. In total there are 114 beds including 19
intensive care beds. In addition we have a department dedicated solely to pediatric surgery. Annually
we treat more than 15 000 outpatients who come
from a large geographical area with a total population of more than 500 000, centred on the town of
Heilbronn, which is about halfway between Frankfurt
and Stuttgart.

outpatients — in total we carry out more than 5 000
ultrasound examinations per year. Despite this high
work-load, and thanks also to the close co-operation
with our colleagues in the departments of Radiology,
Minimally Invasive Therapies and Nuclear medicine, we
are happy to say that we are able to provide high quality
diagnostic information on our pediatric patients in a
minimal time delay.
Of course, by the very nature of the patients involved,
pediatric ultrasound has its own particular challenges.
Pediatric patients cannot hold their breath or stay still,
which introduces motion artifacts in all imaging modalities.
Another issue is that the anatomical features we are examining are by definition small and very finely structured.

Q. What about diagnostic imaging?

Q. So how do you meet these challenges?

We are well equipped to meet the imaging requirements
that our patient work-load imposes on us, having all the
principal imaging modalities, such as MRI, CT-scan, X-ray
and ultrasound available in-house. Of course out of all these
technologies, for us in pediatrics, ultrasound is a particularly
useful tool for imaging. Because it is non-invasive and doesn’t
involve the use of any ionizing radiation, ultrasound is in fact
the main imaging modality in pediatrics and neonatology.
In the pediatrics clinic of our hospital, the ultrasound
examination procedures are carried out mainly by the
pediatricians themselves. We have three ZS3 ultrasound
systems from the Zonare company. The acquistion
and maintenance of these systems are gratefully supported by our foundation Große Hilfe für kleine Helden
(Big Help for small Heroes). The systems are used for
in-hospital patients, intensive care patients as well as
MAY / JUNE 2015
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There are several characteristics of the Zone Sonography Technology (ZST), which is at the heart of the
Zonare ultrasound systems, which help us a lot. Zone
Sonography effectively eliminates motion artifacts
since acquisition times are nearly ten times faster than
those of conventional ultrasound systems — the analogy is the way high shutter speeds in photographic
cameras can eliminate blurring caused by motion.
As mentioned earlier, one of the biggest challenges
with pediatric imaging is the fact that children constantly move and cannot hold their breath.
From the point of view of the examiner this aspect has
several practical advantages. Thus, as a scanning clinician,
I can still produce images which are higher in quality than
those generated by conventional ultrasound, even when the
child is moving a lot.
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An additional advantage comes from the close control
of the Zone Sonography Technology by the system software
which means that there is continuous “transmission and
receive” focus of all echo data, so that images are generated
with complete uniformity at every pixel, from far- to nearfield. In practice this translates into being able to optimize
the image by taking tissue properties and inter-individual
variabilities into account during acquisition. This is particularly important in pediatric imaging, in that it eliminates the
need to manually change focal zones, or to keep tweaking
buttons to try to optimize the region of interest. Instead,
ZST automatically provides complete focusing across the
entire image, thus not only providing improved image quality but also shortening the examination time, which is good
for the child and also accelerates the clinic’s overall patient
throughput and workflow.
Another significant benefit of ZST is that we have the
recorded data stored and thus available for retrospective imaging. So, for example if the original images were
acquired under the bright lights of a typical NICU, they
might be too bright for easy interpretation in the dark
environment of the reading room. The system enables the
user to retrospectively alter almost all parameters to make
the best diagnosis possible.

Q.  You mentioned the challenges of the small size of the

FIGURE 1. Top, middle and bottom panels. Cross-section of the brain of a premature
infant (24+2 weeks gestational age) with a doppler signal of an arteria thalami
striata and a normal RI of 0.63.
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anatomical structures you are examining
Yes, the structures in neonates or premature children can
be very tiny. For example, structures such as the stomach wall,
pancreas or brain can be particularly challenging because of
their size and they require a really high imaging resolution. Such
small anatomical structures can often be difficult to examine
with conventional systems.
In contrast the software-based ZST imaging provides us
with clinically detailed information even on tiny structures.
Personally I also use a very high frequency linear probe of 20-5
MHz. and the combination of this transducer and the system
software enables the visualization of structures at astonishing
detail — just what we need with small children and infants.
Another example of an advantage of ZST in pediatrics is
the sensitivity of its Doppler imaging. Often I need to characterize very small vessels — that are frequently not even
visible with conventional imaging — in order to determine
if the vessels are real or just visual artifacts. One situation
where this is really important is in ruling out testicular torsion. Since the blood flow in the tiny testis is in any case low
it is of extreme importance to make sure whether blood flow
can be actually confirmed or not. In the case of a confirmed
absence of blood flow, immediate treatment may be necessary to save the organ. The exquisite sensitivity of the ZST
Doppler enables characterization of even tiny blood flows
so that such important treatment decisions can be reached
with confidence.
Of course not all of our patients are tiny newborns. We can
also have strapping juvenile patients, who in some cases can
weigh as much as 120 kg, so our ultrasound systems have to
be able to handle such a variety of patients. The large range
of transducers with ZST and the enormous penetration they
provide enable us to do this.
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Q. And the practical impact of all this advanced technology

FIGURE 2. Hypertrophic stenosis of the pylorus of an infant of three months of age.

in the real work flow?
The existence of advanced technology is exciting but it is
not an end in itself — what’s important is the final measurable
benefits of the application of the technology, including, of course
its clinical value. And here I can say that the introduction of the
Zone Sonography Technology has had a real and positive impact
on my practice. Knowing that I can always rely on getting the
best possible image in time means we raise the quality of the
ultrasound exams and thus increase the clinical confidence. In
turn, this means that the patients can receive the care they need
in a timely fashion.
There are several basic, practical aspects which have a considerable impact on the overall departmental efficiency. For example,
we quite often prefer to move the ultrasound unit to the patient
instead of stressing the children by bringing them to the ultrasound
unit. The ZS3 ultrasound system provides full battery autonomy
performance for 1.5 hours. Since many children are scanned in the
incubator, this battery-based system is really advantageous in that we
don’t have to plug the unit into a wall electrical socket and wait for
the system to boot up and down. Additionally, the small footprint of
the system means that it can easily fit into tight spaces without the
need to reposition other equipment or move incubators, etc.
The demands in pediatric diagnostics are constantly changing so in turn this means that we need ultrasound units that are
flexible and can incorporate improvements of diagnostic performance over time. A practical example of this in our clinic is the
current upgrading of our ZS3 units to enable CEUS (Contrast
Enhanced Ultra-Sound) which we wanted to implement so that
we could use the diagnostic capabilities of this powerful methodology in both routine and research applications. Instead of having
to purchase brand new CEUS-capable units, all we needed to do
was simply upgrade our existing units to have full CEUS performance with a wide range of transducers, ranging from 1-20 MHz.
Such upgradeability is possible thanks to the open architecture
of the ZS3 ultrasound system software. In the current economic
climate of tight budgets, being able to easily incorporate updates
is a real advantage.
To back all this up we get very good support from Zonare.
The company recognises that it is in everybody’s interests that
we get the maximum out of our systems. They analyze the needs
of the user and then tailor a customized support package to
suit the specific needs of the user. For example, they provided
a 2 day extended introductory course on the optimal use of the
ZS3 ultrasound unit, a Doppler course and hands-on training
sessions with the aim of enabling us to get the best use out of
our system.

Q. And looking forward?

FIGURE 3. Top and Bottom Panel. Cross sections of the right kidney of a premature
neonate.
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As I hope you have realized by now, we are very happy with the
current performance of our ZS3 systems from Zonare. What’s even
better is that possible future developments have the potential of further extending the system performance. Such future developments
include: extension of the software based optimization of image
quality using the whole original saved data set; CEUS pediatric
applications with particular focus on ischemic organs; panoramic
views; and optimization of imaging and resolution with very high
frequency transducers.
The future looks exciting.
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Ultrasound
By Dr M Gustafsson

Pocket ultrasound devices in heart failure: a useful tool
for the identification of high risk individuals
In this article we discuss how miniaturized hand-held ultrasound devices can
be used to identify subgroups of patients with severe heart failure who have
a much higher risk of death or of being hospitalized within a period of less
than two years. The focus of the article is to demonstrate the importance of
visualizing lung congestion using a quick, easy to learn, method.
Background:

The diagnosis of heart failure can be defined as the presence of typical symptoms in conjunction with findings
of cardiac dysfunction which explain the symptoms [1].
The condition is common in the general population, with
an overall prevalence of about 2%, which increases with
increasing age.
The disease is often chronic and requires life-long medication as well as use of implantable defibrillators and/or resynchronization devices to prolong life and relieve symptoms.
Heart failure is also a dangerous condition with a high
mortality. Both the burden of the symptoms and the degree
of heart dysfunction are predictors of the risk of mortality [2].
Typically, a physical examination is used in combination with laboratory data to follow the well-being of the
patient and to guide therapy. As supporting techniques for
such decision-making, imaging modalities such as chest
X-ray, echocardiography and more recently, cardiac MRI
are used routinely.
However, such clinical assessment is plagued by the drawback of low precision in the confirmation or ruling-out of
heart failure as a cause of symptoms [3]. In addition, the
assessment of cardiac function e.g. by assessing ejection
fraction using echocardiography or MRI does not correlate
very closely with symptoms. Chest x-ray is of limited value in
these patients and is no longer recommended for follow-up
of heart failure. One hallmark of heart failure is an increase
in filling pressures to the heart leading to pulmonary congestion or peripheral edemas, depending on whether a left- or
right-heart chamber dysfunction predominates.
Whereas congestion contributes to the well-known symptoms of heart failure, namely dyspnea, peripheral edemas
and cyanosis as well as to clinical findings such as pulmonary rales, increased respiratory rate, neck vein distention
and more, it is notoriously difficult, even for an experienced
physician, to correctly diagnose heart failure [4].
The Author
Mikael Gustafsson. MD, PhD. is at
Dept. Cardiology.
University of Linköping, Sweden
email: epost@kardiolink.se
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Ultrasound examination of the lung
cavity in heart failure

For years now the technique of ultrasound has been used
to demonstrate pleural effusions as well as to guide their
drainage. In fact, the lungs have been seen more as an
obstacle for a successful ultrasound examination the heart.
While the healthy lung does not lend itself to tissue imaging due to its air content, its surface can readily be visualized. The finding of visible lung surface sliding rules out
pneumothorax at that particular location [5].
While the air content of the healthy lung is high, in
many diseased states fluid replaces the air in the lung tissue. In such cases, ultrasound diagnostics may be helpful
to guide the clinician to a correct diagnosis.
With regard to heart failure, ultrasound examination
of the lungs has been shown to be able to reliably detect
— and with high sensitivity — the presence of interstitial
edema. Ultrasound data correlate very well with other
methods for the assessment of interstitial lung water such
as CT-scans or lung impedance measurements
Pulmonary hyper-hydration may arise from a number
of causes [Table 1] and the findings must therefore be put
into an appropriate context related to the clinical environment in order to correctly interpret the findings.
The “comet tail” artifact (CTA)

Also known as B-lines (not to be confused with the wellknown radiological term Kerley B lines), comet tail artifacts
(CTA) present as bright stripes that in ultrasound images,
appear, move and disappear with the respiratory movement
of the lung [6], [Figure 1]. CTAs occur in the vast majority
of patients with pulmonary edema, regardless of its cause.
Placing the ultrasound probe perpendicular to the chest wall
in an intercostal space, immediately shows many CTAs in
patients with lung congestion. CTAs can commonly be seen
even when rales are not heard or have not yet been developed
in the clinical exam. Typically CTA disappear after treatment
with diuretics.
However, it should be noted that while in most cases
CTAs represent increased interstitial lung fluid in a heart
failure population, they are also seen in certain diseases of
the lung [7].
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excellent, and they give surprisingly good
image quality. In addition there is a strong
correlation between results obtained with
hand-held devices and those from high-end
ultrasound machines in some (but not all)
clinical settings.
Our experience: the Importance of
lung congestion in heart failure

FIGURE 1. The left panel shows two typical comet tails separated by a darker area. During examination these
move with respiration in a characteristic way.
The right panel shows an image of the pleural cavity containing large amounts of pleural effusion (black area).

Learning how to perform
ultrasound scans of the lung

Fortunately, it is very easy to learn how
to carry out a basic assessment for pulmonary edema. In fact, as suggested by its
description as “the kindergarten of ultrasound” [8], most healthcare professionals
can learn how to carry out the procedure
in a short time.
After this basic technique has been
mastered, the demonstration of pleural
effusion, which is another hallmark sign of
heart failure, is admittedly somewhat more
difficult but nevertheless still reasonably
easy for beginners to learn as the experience in our clinic shows.
Hand-held ultrasound

The purely clinical evaluation of patients is
neither sensitive nor specific for the diag-

nosis of congestion. Any improvement in
diagnostic procedures is therefore more
than welcome. One trend that looks to have
high potential in this context is the miniaturization of electronic ultrasound devices.
In recent years, hand-held ultrasound
devices have seen significant development.
(In fact the Vscan device from GE Helathcare was ranked by the prestigious Time
Magazine as being the 14th most important
invention when it was launched in 2009).
It has given rise to much attention ever
since. The number of papers published in
the medical literature describing the use
of hand-held ultrasound devices currently
stretches to several hundred.
A principal advantage of hand-held ultrasound systems is of course their portability
— they can be used almost anywhere. The
diagnostic performance of these devices is

In a cohort of 104 patients selected from
our outpatient heart failure clinic, we
acquired ultrasound recordings from five
positions on the chest, representing the
thoracic surface projection of each major
lung lobe [Figure 2]. The dorsal lower chest
was also scanned for the presence of pleural
effusion. All data were obtained using a
hand-held device (Vscan, GE Healthcare).
All patients were in the process of pharmacological up-titration to reach the treatment goals as described in current European guidelines for heart failure [1].
In this ambulatory population, 27% of
the patients showed visible CTAs on their
lung scans, and 8% had pleural effusion.
At follow-up (median time 530 days), it
was found that patients with CTA and/
or pleural effusion clinically fared much
worse than patients without such findings,
with there being a 3-4 fold increased risk
of death or hospitalization [9]. Importantly, this prognostic difference between
the groups of patients, (namely those with
CTA and/or pleural effusions and those
without) remained significant even if other
major known prognostic indicators were
corrected for. It thus appears that the presence of CTA and the assessment of pleural
effusion bring valuable additional prognostic information to the clinical evaluation of
heart failure patients.
Who should carry out
the lung scans ?

In another study, we investigated the
hypothesis that nurses, who were previously inexperienced in ultrasound diagnostics, could nevertheless satisfactorily carry
out lung scans with reasonable accuracy
after only a relatively a short (4 hour) introduction to, and training in the technique.
The reason for choosing nurses specialized
in heart failure in the current study was
that, in our clinic the majority of visits for
clinical evaluation and for the up-titration

Table 1 Some causes of extravascular lung water.
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Ultrasound

FIGURE 2. Probe positions used in the current study .

of medication to reach treatment goals were
already nurse-based.
In our study, the inter-observer agreement
in CTA quantification reached a substantial
level (Kappa 0.7) between novice and expert
after only a short introductory course [10].
While a short introduction to the technique may be sufficient to enable novice
health professionals to carry out satisfactory
lung ultrasound scanning, more intensive
training can— as might be expected — further improve diagnostic performance. For
the evaluation of heart failure congestion,
the clear benefit of such additional training
was the added ability to estimate the size and
respiratory variation of the vena cava inferior
(VCI), a central clue to estimate the filling
pressures to the right atrium. In practice we
found that approximately 20-25 individual
examinations of v cava inferior were needed
before reliable recordings of the VCI could
be obtained routinely.
Conclusion

Echocardiography is a cornerstone in the
diagnostic workup of heart failure and the
technique is sufficiently well developed
to enable analysis of most aspects of heart
function. However, in addition to the issues
of cost, another disadvantage of echocardiography is that it can take a long time to
learn and master the practical technique.
Moreover, even if accurately measured, data
on cardiac function such as ejection fraction
correlate poorly with patient symptoms. The
difficulties in quantifying cardiac function
by echocardiography for comparative serial
assessments are well known.
In this context, the assessment of the
congestive consequences of heart failure as
an adjunct to such techniques may add further information and may provide a closer
association with variations in symptoms.
In contrast to echocardiography, the presence of CTA is a semi-quantitative finding
that is either “present or not” and marks the
transition between a non-congestive and a
congestive state. As such, it is also easier to
compare results with prior findings.
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The use of hand-held ultrasonic examination techniques for the assessment of lung
and the pleural cavity may therefore be a
reasonable, simple and beneficial method in
the evaluation of patients with heart failure.
The existence of signs of lung congestion
identifies patients with increased mortality
and morbidity, so creating an opportunity to
better identify such high risk patients. Lung
scans can also be performed after relatively
short training periods for the ultrasonographer, but their value will be even greater as
experience increases.
While other papers (e.g. [11]) in the published literature show that short educational
training courses are sufficient to enable
echocardiograms with hand-held devices
for estimating left ventricular function to
be carried out with reasonable accuracy, it is
evident that the smaller device does not per
se make an ultrasound examination such
as an echocardiogram easier to interpret.
Much attention has therefore been directed
as to who exactly should use these devices.
For cardiac evaluation, a dedicated e-learning site for certification is available [12].
In contrast to echocardiography, the use
of hand-held ultrasound to assess CTAs or
pleural effusion is not only particularly easy
to learn, but, in addition, has the advantage
that such identification of the presence of
CTAs in the lung scans can provide important information on the prognosis of the
patient. Even after adjustment for known
predictors of heart failure prognosis such as
natriuretic peptides this conclusion remains.
The future

In addition to their excellent portability, currently available hand-held devices provide a
useful access to ultrasound at low cost. The
systems do not however add functionalities
that are not provided on high end equipment. In fact the reverse is true, with instead
simplicity of use being the sole additional
feature. Recently, algorithms for automated
assessment and quantification of CTA have
been developed and have shown promising results [13]. Moreover, automated heart
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motion algorithms have also been developed for these devices [14]. If such algorithms are incorporated into future devices,
variability may be reduced and diagnostic
precision improved.
While the cost of hand-held ultrasound
equipment is already much lower than ever
before, it can be expected that in the future
such devices will cost even less, thus making
the technique available to an even broader
range of healthcare professionals and medical
students as a personal companion/competitor or equivalent to the stethoscope. Handheld ultrasound devices are not only suitable
for heart failure patients, but they can also
be used as a general diagnostic purpose tool.
In our department hand-held ultrasound
lung scanning is now routine, which we see
as an indicator of the future applicability of
the use of hand-held ultrasound devices.
It is our opinion that such tools should be
made available to all students in the basic
curriculum of their medical training.
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T ECHN OLOGY update
FUJIFILM Europe and Hitachi Medical Systems Europe
collaborate over liver resection simulation software

FUJIFILM Europe, a leading provider of medical image and information products and technologies for
acquiring, processing, managing and
storing diagnostic images and related
data, and Hitachi Medical Systems
Europe, a global leader in ultrasound
imaging, have announced a collaborative agreement under which Hitachi
will distribute Fujifilm’s Synapse 3D
Liver resection planning software
package through their subsidiaries’
sales network in Europe.
Today, intra-operative ultrasound
has become a mandatory tool providing safe and accurate guidance for
partial liver resectomy and 3D liver
resection planning software is becoming an increasingly important part of
surgical planning. Synapse 3D is one of
Fujifilm’s flagship products, and provides strong surgical planning tools,
particularly for liver surgery. Many
sites are already using Synapse 3D for
surgical planning to understand complex pathologies prior to surgery with
rapid imaging processing and resulting in high quality organ extraction.
This process contributes to improved
patient care and safety.
Hitachi is the pioneer of ultrasound
fusion imaging, having introduced the
Real-time Virtual Sonography (RVS)
technique into the market more
than 10 years ago. The RVS technology fuses corresponding, previously
acquired CT/MR volume data with a
current real-time ultrasound examination. In 2014, Hitachi added the possibility of importing liver surgery planning simulation data reconstructed by
Synapse 3D, and of displaying it simul-
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taneously with the live intra-operative
ultrasound image. Conventionalyl, the
surgeon needs to have a workstation
alongside the patient in the operating
room in order to refer to the planning software from time to time, but
with the RVS technology, the surgeon
can check the resection plane determined previously by using the planning software, whilst simultaneously
viewing the same anatomical plane in
the real time ultrasound image. Liver
lesions can become more difficult to
visualize on both CT and ultrasound
imaging in patients that have received
chemotherapy prior to surgery. In this
situation, RVS can make use of the pretreatment CT and combine these data
with the live ultrasound, guiding the
surgeon to the location of the lesion.
This combination of these two clinical
solutions makes partial liver resection
much safer and more accurate.
Prof. G. Torzilli from Humanitas
Research Hospital, Milan, has evaluated the combined technology: “The
navigation technology can bring many
advantages: better preoperative planning of the surgical strategy, better
understanding of the effective tumor
involvement matching the preoperative imaging with the intraoperative
ultrasound, real time monitoring
of the proper performance of the
planned surgical approach, and last
but not least accelerate the intraoperative ultrasound learning curve. Indeed,
matching preoperative imaging, 3D
reconstruction and ultrasound represents an instrument able to make the
liver surgeon more familiar with the
potential of ultrasound-guidance and
adding previously unexpected perspectives to this modality”.
FUJIFILM Europe GmbH
Düsseldorf, Germany
http://www.fujifilm.eu
Hitachi Medical Systems
Europe Holding AG
Zug, Switzerland
www.hitachi-medical-systems.eu
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New features on Mobile
DR system

Agfa have introduced new features
on its DX-D 100 mobile DR. Designed
for mobile use, the DX-D 100 can handle a broad range of general radiography
X-ray studies, even for the least mobile
patients. With its very short exposure
time, images are available and can be
validated straight away after exposure,
while the MUSICA image processing
software offers superior contrast detail
and exam-independent, consistent
image quality. The high image quality
means potential patient dose reduction,
which is particularly welcome in pediatric and neonatal environments.

The new features include
• A telescopic column increases visibility during driving: the user has an
unobstructed view and can get to the
patient more quickly and safely.
• The storage bin has been redesigned to be more robust, while “bagging” functionality and space for storing
detector bags have been added.
• Three magnetic holders can
be easily attached to the vertical column to hold a pack of gloves, bottle
of hand sanitizer and pack of sanitary
wipes, enhancing the convenience and
hygiene.
“The DX-D 100 delivers wireless
mobile imaging excellence, in a compact and maneuverable, yet robust solution,” commented Louis Kuitenbrouwer,
VP Imaging division of Agfa HealthCare. “Images can be acquired wherever needed in the hospital, improving
patient comfort and workflow. The
new features extend this flexibility and
usability.”
Agfa Healthcare
Mortsel, Belgium
www.agfahealthcare.com
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MRI upgrade delivers improved image quality and
speeds up clinical workflo

The new Evo’ 15 upgrade applies to all Esaote’
s MRI systems

At the recent ECR 2015 congress,
the Italian-based company Esaote,
introduced its Evolution’15 (EVO’15)
as the latest upgrade in the company’s
dedicated MRI Evolution program.
EVO’15 combines software updates
and new hardware features to provide
superb image quality and to increase
productivity by almost 50%.
Powered by eXP technology, the
new system is the product of the continual collaboration between Esaote’s
R&D team and external clinicians,
which ensures that he company’s dedicated MRI is always all set to deliver
exatly what is need in the clinic. The
new update is available across Esaote’s
entire MRI portfolio The benefits of
the new system include increased
image quality for better diagnostic
accuracy. The improved image quality is the results of a combination of
sophisticated software algorithms
(eXP technology), graphic processing unit (GPU) and X-MAR (Metal
Artefact Reduction) which reduces
inhomogeneity, allowing for a better
evaluation of the prosthesis
• Image acquisition and reconstruction times are reduced by as much as
50%, thus helping to increase throughput and minimise patient discomfort.
• In addition there is increased signal homogeneity and improved SNR
as a result of the multichannel lumbar
and cervical spine coils
By combining the proprietary
Speed-Up technology with GPU-based
image reconstruction, the upgrade
enables a very fast acquisition protocol
for evaluation of spine morphology in
the weight-bearing position, for the first
time ever - in under 10 minutes.
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Dr Frieder Mauch, Head of the
Department of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery and MR Imaging at Sportklinik Stuttgart in Germany, uses the EVO’15 upgrade
with Esaote’s weight-bearing G-scan Brio:
“Having two or more images showing what is happening when the patient
is in different weight-bearing positions
can give a better idea of the mechanical
issue causing the pain. Before the EVO’15
Upgrade, this exam procedure took much
longer, which meant greater patient discomfort, and more movement artefacts.
Now, with the EVO 3D sequence, we can
run just one steady state sequence in just
one plane, and then reconstruct images in
any other plane using the MPR (Multi Planar Reconstruction) features. This makes
for a full weight-bearing exam in less than
10 minutes.”
Specific software upgrades include:
• EVO 3D: isotropic 3D sequences
reduce voxel size, enabling high resolution Multi-Planar Reconstruction. Used
in conjunction with Speed-Up Pro, scan
times are reduced by almost 50%
• X-MAR: uses new imaging
sequences that increase signal to noise
ratio, yet also reduce scan time.Visualisation is improved using enhanced image
contrast and metallic artefact reduction
to reduce in-plane metal distortions
(ideal for evaluating prosthesis instabilities and for post-operative patients)
• e-Spine: optimised spine protocols and examination management for
image clarity, plus improved patient
comfort and operator usability
• Speed-Up Pro, which enables
superior image quality in reduced scan
time, due to enhanced acquisition and
reconstruction methods.
As for hardware, the EVO’15 includes
brand new multi-channel coil upgrades
for performance-enhanced ergonomics and patient comfort. This advanced
technology uses a low-impedance preamplifier which is able to achieve a more
efficient channel de-coupling for maximum signal detection.
Esaote,
Genoa, Italy
www.easote.com
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New software eliminates grid
artifacts and improves image
quality

The French company XRWARE has
launched an advanced new OEM image
processing software known as XRWARE
Virtual Grid which enables dramatically improved image quality for exams
that are taken without a grid. Physical
add on grids are commonly required
for mobile imaging of large anatomy
to help focus radiation to reduce scatter and blurring. The new software
results in higher image contrast and
resolution and is particularly suitable
for exams such as routine portable
chest and abdomen exams that traditionally require high penetration. The
new processing system is of particular
benefit for mobile imaging in emergency rooms, operating rooms, nursing
homes, at the bedside, for wheel chair
patients and in any other exams where
an optimal grid or any grid at all may
not be at hand. The software identifies
and considerably reduces scatter effect
to generate higher quality images for
exams where a grid is not used.
The new system automatically adapts
its processing to replicate grid use to
reduce degradation of image quality
caused by scatter radiation. No user
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interaction is required Use of the software also eliminates artefacts resulting from misalignment of the tube to
detector/grid angle.
XRWARe
Meylan, France
Email: info@xrware.com

5MP display cleared for
mammography

Barco has announced the launch
of a new diagnostic display system:
Nio 5MP LED, which has been FDAcleared for radiology and mammography and features a number of unique
image-enhancing technologies, providing excellent image quality
“The Nio 5MP LED fits into Barco’s
new family of diagnostic display systems, featuring a clean and modern
design and a smaller desktop footprint
for more reading comfort,” comments
Lynda Domogalla, VP Product Marketing for Barco’s Healthcare division. “But most importantly, just like
all of Barco’s diagnostic displays, the
Nio 5MP LED has been designed to
offer multiple clinical, operational,
and financial benefits. It helps enhance
visualization of PACS or breast images,
boosting radiologist productivity and
performance.”
Barco’s bright LED backlights help
radiologists see many more shades

of gray. Furthermore, Nio 5MP LED
comes with a unique front-of-screen
sensor, which works seamlessly with
Barco’s online MediCal QAWeb solution for automated Quality Assurance
and on-demand calibration. The Nio
5MP LED offers a high-bright LCD
panel with a display resolution of 2560
x 2048 pixels. Featuring a DICOM
calibrated luminance of 500 cd/m²
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throughout its entire lifetime, the new
display system is perfect for diagnostic
imaging. It offers accurate grayscales
and a high contrast ratio (1200:1) to
ensure confident image reading. As
part of the Nio family, the new 5MP
display comes with integrated Front
Sensor and Uniform Luminance Technology, ensuring fast power-up and
long-term luminance stability and
uniformity.
Barco,
Kortrijk, Belgium
www.barco.be

Breast Density Assessment
Tool now available for Use with
Tomosynthesis Systems from
Multiple Manufacturers

Volpara
have announced the
release of their latest software VolparaDensity version 3.1 which is the
first breast density assessment tool
available clinically for use with digital breast tomosynthesis datasets from
multiple manufacturers. The latest version of VolparaDensity supports digital mammography from all leading
vendors and tomosynthesis data sets
from Hologic, GE, and Siemens tomosynthesis systems. Additionally, VolparaDensity 3.1 supports Hologic sites
that use C-View synthetic 2D images
and GE SenoClaire sites that acquire
2D CC and 3D MLO images. VolparaDensity uses the same algorithm
to process both the acquired tomosynthesis projections and the raw data
of a conventional 2D mammogram.
This reduces the challenges of visually
determining breast density based on
a review of tomosynthesis slices and
the new synthetic 2D images (C-View
from Hologic, V-Preview from GE).
Volpara
Wellington New Zealand
http://volparasolutions.com/
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Innovations in advanced
visualization

At the recent HIMSS15 annual
conference TeraRecon, the well-know
provider of advanced visualization
and enterprise medical image viewing solutions, highlighted customer
implementations and innovations of
its diverse viewing and interoperability capabilities. Many broad applications of the technology were displayed
in a variety of viewing scenarios and
across devices, as well as many of
the leading work list, vendor neutral
archive, enterprise content management, and health information technologies. Emphasis remains on the
value of having a viewing partner with
imaging expertise and the availability
of full clinical toolsets for the simplest to the most complex of use cases,
including:
• Image-enablement of the Patient
Record and simple mobile device
access
• Image Sharing featuring automated association of the imaging
order and seamless PACS integration
• PACS Overlay or Deconstructed
PACS Viewing scenarios for diagnostic
interpretation

• Advanced Visualization for imageintensive specialty workflows
The company’s morphable viewing and interoperability solutions
allow health systems the flexibility to leverage existing IT infrastructure while simultaneously
implementing new day forward
technologies. TeraRecon’s “Viewer
First” approach and open standards
communication deliver immediate
clinical impact by providing access
to images and content across all
available archives, allowing data
aggregation to occur at a pace the
customer can support
Terarecon
Foster City, CA, USA
www.terarecon.com
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New hand-carried ultrasound
system for faster imaging

The new Frosk edition hand-carried Acuson P500 ultrasound system
from Siemens allows reliable and fast
imaging by offering new and timetested high-end imaging technology
in a compact and easy-to-use device,
making it particular suitable for use
in emergency medicine and general
imaging. The newest member of Siemens’ Acuson P Family of portable
ultrasound systems, the P500, Frosk
edition introduces two new premium
technologies that continuously provide
sharp ultrasound images, regardless of
patient and probe motion: Dynamic
Persistence and patent-pending Auto
Flash Artifact Suppression. Both technologies were specially designed for
the new system and work together to
detect movements that affect image
quality, and automatically reduce noise
while simultaneously enhancing color
sensitivity for clear images. Additionally, the new ultrasound system features
established high-performance imaging
tools migrated from Siemens’ Acuson
S Family of premium ultrasound systems such as Advanced SieClear spatial
compounding and Dynamic TCE tissue contrast enhancement technology
for excellent 2D color Doppler image
quality. All this comes in a compact
notebook format of 38 cm, weighing
under 8 kilograms.
Siemens
Erlangen Germany
www. siemens.com
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Compact and lightweight ultrasound bone
densitometry system

Osteoporosis is one of the major
public health problems in developed
countries and is becoming more significant with the aging of the population. Early detection of osteoporosis is beoming more and mroe
important.
At the recent ECR congress. Hitachi introduced an innovative compact, portable Ultrasound Bone Densitometry System, the EggQus. With
a design inspired by the shape of an
egg-shell, the new system is strong,
lightweight and easy to handle all of

Advanced analysis solution

Nowadays leading hospitals use
multiple modalities and inputs across
a complex, widely distributed network.
The IntelliSpace Portal from Philips
meets multiple time and resource
demands with one comprehensive platform offering the power to visualize,
diagnose, and communicate rapidly
across clinical domains and modalities
in one seamless, connected workflow
solution. The system combines, high
quality images, advanced analysis, and
workflow efficiency tools into a single advanced analysis solution which
enables a unified view of the patient’s
condition all on one screen so that
questions can be answered rapidly.
Applications are designed around
care disciplines and the portfolio is
constantly growing in terms of width
and depth. New applications, for example, offer enhanced clinical capabilities
in tracking and monitoring pulmonary
disease. The ability to handle multiple
modalities in one integrated platform
means that it is easy to review and
analyze images from different modaliD I
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which features guarantee maximum
portability, which is in contrast with
conventional ultrasound bone densitometry systems
A large integrated handle facilitates in-hospital rounds and house
visits.
The system is powered by
rechargeable batteries thus enhancing its portability. Continuous use
can be conveniently carried out using
the system’s AC adapter accessory.
The motor-controlled transducer
unit moves automatically, minimizing manipulation by the operator.
The short measurement time is
convenient for elderly patients and
for screening and other subjects who
require rapid handling. Measurement
results are displayed on an accessory PC.
Hitachi medical systems
europe holding ag,
Zug Switzerland
www.hitachi-medical-systems.eu
ties in a single, easy-to-use viewer. A
comprehensive patient picture can be
obtained using multiple 3D tools to
better quantify and measure disease
states, incorporating data from CT,
MR, MI, Ultrasound, iXR, and DXR,
even from other vendors. The system
automates image processing and multiple manual tasks that slow efficient
patient diagnosis. Prior studies can be
pre-fetched for fast comparison with
the current study. Zero-click processing prepares the case before it is
opened.
And KnowledgeScape clinical education provides needed on-the-spot
instruction for key applications.
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The IntelliSpace Portal 7.0 integrates with
all information systems and helps the enterprise realize the full potential of advanced
visualization. As a server-based, single license
managed solution, it iss easy to use, manage,
and upgrade. Everyone works with the same
software version, and all applications and
licenses are handled in one solution.
Philips
Best, The Netherlands
www.healthcare.philips.com/

Automated Whole Breast Ultrasound in Seconds

The SOFIA system from iVu
Imaging is an efficient tool enabling
extremely rapid supplemental imaging of patients with dense breast tissue. SOFIA provides whole breast
imaging without ionizing radiation,
compression, or contrast injection.
In the system, the patient is
scanned in the prone position thus
providing the patient with complete
privacy. The SOFIA table can be lowered to facilitate patient access or elevated to make interventional procedures more comfortable for the radiologist. With its multi-layer memory
foam construction the table offers the
patient a “Spa-like” experiencthe during the rapid scan procedure. SOFIA
provides radiologists with state of the
art whole breast tomographic data
sets that can be presented in 2D, 3D,
and MPR views for enhanced characterization of abnormal anatomical

features. Due to the tomographic
nature of acquired data sets, SOFIA
is uniquely capable as an adjunct
to mammography for dense breast
patients, for identification of bilateral and multi-focal disease states,
diagnosis of palpable breast masses,
evaluation of breast implants, and
whole breast imaging for patients
where mammography is contraindicated. An entire bilateral whole
breast examination can be read by
the Radiologist in only one minute
per breast.
SOFIA’s fully automated scan procedure provides rapid whole breast
image acquisition with one button
operation. Patients can be scheduled every 10 minutes for a bilateral
breast examination. This automated
process eliminates technique- and
technician-dependencies.
The
acquisition protocol enables temporal comparisons of data sets. Due
to the prone position of the breast
and tomographic reconstruction of
images, SOFIA data sets can be compared in the same plane and orientation as those acquired with other
tomographic modalities such as DBT
and MRI.
The Sofia system is marketed
world-wide by Hitachi Aloka

iVu Imaging Corporation
Grapevine TX USA,
www.ivuimaging.com

Hitachi Aloka MEDICAL, Ltd.,
Japan
www.hitachi-aloka.com

New Touch Screen Doppler
Ultrasound Systems Introduced

At the recent European Congress
of Radiology (ECR) in Vienna, Mindray
Medical International exhibited its newgeneration TE7 touch screen ultrasound
system, The TE7 was unveiled to a large
audience at ECR, marking the official
launch of Mindray’s most revolutionary
touch screen Doppler system. “Mindray
maintains its rapid pace of innovation with
delivery of the TE7 high-performance
ultrasound system, providing the optimal
bedside patient assessment,” said Ms. Sarah
Li, General Manager of the Medical Imaging System Business Unit. “Intensive development efforts have resulted in the TE7
offering simplicity, efficiency, and intuitive
operation with touch gesture. And with
targeted application presets combined
with clarity of imaging, the TE7 is the
perfect choice for a confident diagnosis in
diverse point-of-care scenarios.”

The TE7 touch screen ultrasound system is designed to provide superior quality
imaging for rapid patient-care decisions.
Intuitive gesture controls and efficient
focused point-of-care exams minimize
the user learning curve, with no need to
navigate a knob cluttered keyboard. Touch
enabled response, targeted application
presets, and one touch image optimization improve diagnostic confidence and
efficiency. Extract and go capability with its
unique retractable power cable and built-in
battery makes TE7 always ready for the
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Hitachi medical systems europe
holding ag, Switzerland
www.hitachi-medical-systems.com
point-of-care ultrasound environment.
The DC-8 Exp color Doppler ultrasound system was another innovation
from Mindray at ECR. Based on Mindray’s new generation mQuadro ultrasound platform, the DC-8 Exp brings
together a new set of innovative solutions to provide confident diagnosis
for patients across all ages and body
types. The new single-crystal technology combined with 3T technology proD I

E U R O P E

vides the best possible scanning solution for difficult patients. Visitors to
the Mindray booth were also attracted
by the M9 hand-carried ultrasound
system that specializes in cardiology,
and the DC-70 color Doppler ultrasound system dedicated to obstetrics
and gynecology practice.
Mindray
Shenzhen, China
www.mindray.com
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Analog PET Scan*

Vereos Digital PET Scan

See further.
Go beyond.
Philips Vereos PET/CT The world’s first and only digital
PET/CT offers dramatic improvements of approximately 2x
volumetric resolution, 2x sensitivity gain, and 2x quantitative
accuracy compared to analog* systems. Drive clinical
performance through high image quality, fast exams, and quick
results. See what happens when our proprietary technology
meets your clinical practice.
*GEmini TF 16

See further and go beyond at
www.philips.com/vereosPETCT

